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POVZETEK 
 
V magistrskem delu raziskujem slikarstvo simbolizma na Finskem okrog leta 1900.  
Obravnavam glavne koncepte in teorije simbolizma na splošno ter izpostavim slikarje, katerih 
dela so nastala pod temi vplivi. Predstavim začetke teorije simbolizma, ki izhajajo iz filozofije 
Platona, Plotina in Emanuela Swedenborga, ki sta jih pozneje Charles Baudelaire in Jean 
Moréas razvila v literarno teorijo. Te zamisli so se prenesle tudi v vizualno umetnost kot 
sintetizem v delih Paula Gauguina in njegovih sodobnikov. Govorim tudi o tem, kako je bil 
simbolizem sprejet v umetniških krogih na Finskem in pregledam zgodovinske dogodke, ki so 
vplivali na bistvo simbolizma na Finskem. Raziščem vprašanje nacionalne identitete in njen 
vpliv na simbolizem na Finskem ter na rojstvo narodne romantike imenovane karelianizem. 
Kot primer predstavim in analiziram slikarska dela Akseli Gallen-Kallela, za katere je 
umetnik našel navdih v finskem nacionalnem epu Kalevala. Nato analiziram krizo finske 
umetnosti in njeno preobrazbo, pri kateri so sodelovali kritiki Sigurd Frostelus, Gustav 
Strengell in umetniška skupina Septem. Študijo zaključim s predstavitvijo naslednjih 
umetnikov simbolizma na Finskem, Magnusom Enckellom, Hugom Simbergom in Ellen 
Thesleff. Predstavim značilnosti njihovega dela v povezavi s simbolizmom. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
In this thesis I examine symbolism movement in Finland around 1900. I explore the main 
concepts and theories of symbolism in general and showcase Finnish painters whose work 
was influenced by it. I present the premises of theory of symbolism, which originated from 
Plato’s, Plotinus’s and Emanuel Swedenborg’s philosophies, and then was developed to 
literary theory by Charles Baudelaire and Jean Moréas. Then it took shape in visual arts as 
synthetism at the hands of Paul Gauguin and his associates. I address how symbolism was 
received and look over the historical events that affected the nature of symbolism movement 
in Finland. I review the question of national identity, in addition to its influence on Finnish 
symbolism and to the birth of national romanticism, karelianism. As an example I represent 
and analyze the Kalevala paintings by Akseli Gallen-Kallela. I review the crisis of Finnish art 
and its reformation by critics Sigurd Frostelus, Gustav Strengell and the artist group Septem. I 
conclude the study with an introduction of Finnish symbolist artists Magnus Enckell, Hugo 
Simberg and Ellen Thesleff and outline the main attributes of their art and their connection to 
symbolism. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In this thesis I examine symbolism movement in Finland around 1900. To portray it, I explore 
the main concepts and theories of symbolism in general and showcase Finnish painters whose 
work was influenced by symbolism. 
In the first section I research the premises of the theory of symbolism, that is to say, the 
influence of philosophies of Plato, Plotinus and Emanuel Swedenborg. I narrate the creation 
of literary theory of symbolism by Charles Baudelaire and Jean Moréas, and how it took 
shape in visual arts as synthetism at the hands of Paul Gauguin, Paul Sérusier, Émile Bernard 
and Albert Auriér. To conclude the section I submit examples of Gauguin’s art work Spirit of 
the Dead Watching and the Road in Tahiti and analyze them. 
In the second part I discuss reversal of realism and the new spiritual needs of the time. I 
address how symbolism anchored in Finland and how the new art movement was received 
and understood. I write about interaction between the artists and their so-called “sessions of 
symposium”. As an example, I analyze and present the work of Akseli Gallen-Kallela 
Symposium. 
I look over the historical events that had an effect on art and the nature of symbolism 
movement in Finland. I review how the question of national identity affected the Finnish 
symbolism and to the birth of national romanticism, alias karelianism. I also survey the 
strengthening of culture in Finland and relations to Russia. As an example of karelianism, I 
represent and contemplate on the art of Akseli Gallen-Kallela and his illustrations of the 
Finnish national epic Kalevala. 
I conclude the part on the review with how Finnish art fell into a crisis and, then, the 
determined and successful efforts made to reform it by the actions of art critics Sigurd 
Frostelus, Gustav Strengell and an artist group called Septem, led by Magnus Enckell. 
In the last part of the thesis I introduce the Finnish symbolist artists Magnus Enckell, Hugo 
Simberg and Ellen Thesleff, and outline the main attributes of their art and their connection to 
symbolism. 
The interest towards the subject originates from the nature of my own artistic work, which has 
qualities similar to symbolism. My roots are in Finland and partly in North-Karelia, in one of 
the regions that has inspired artists throughout generations, and influenced the birth of our 
10 
 
national epic Kalevala. Knowing the basis and the stories behind symbolism from Plato to 
Gauguin and how it all travelled to distant Finland and was adopted by artists intrigued by the 
mysticism of art and life, deepens the understanding of my own background and my work as 
an artist. 
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2 THEORY OF SYMBOLISM 
 
2.1 PLATO: THE WORLD OF IDEAS AND A SOUL WITH WINGS 
 
The essence of what the symbolists pursued is phrased in Plato’s Allegory of the Cave: 
 
…what he saw before was an illusion, but that now, when he is approaching 
nearer to being and his eye is turned towards more real existence, he has a 
clearer vision…1 
 
In other words, symbolism aimed to open a view to the spiritual existence, and to the space of 
platonic ideas, which prevails behind a seeming sensory world.2 
Among the artists, philosophers and theorists, Plato was well read and the platonic foundation 
of theory of symbolism was very obvious and commonly recognized. In France, the artists 
engaged by philosophy spread Plato’s thoughts to their surroundings. Amongst the symbolists 
Plato was regarded as a mentor of mystics, according to whom, a domicile of the soul was in 
transcendental world of ideas out of reach of human thought and reason. Only love led a soul 
towards an alliance with its origin. Plato’s world of ideas meant the most existent and the real 
world for symbolists. The idea world was immutable and spiritual from its essence. It was the 
highest, most divine, and the only thing that was real. God, demiurge, had created the idea 
world as a cradle of harmony. The material sensory world had only relative existence and it 
depended on the skills of comprehension of a particular human being.3 
Plato thinks that if the soul is perfect and it has wings, it moves high and reigns the whole 
world. But if its wings are wounded, it drifts until it lands on something solid; then settles on 
it and takes an earthly body that is of flesh and blood. For symbolists the dearest writings of 
Plato were Symposium and Phaedrus, out of which the latter describes a human soul as a 
                                           
1 The Republic (Book 7: The Allegory of the Cave), Genius.com, available at <https://genius.com/Plato-the-
republic-book-7-the-allegory-of-the-cave-annotated> (18. 11. 2018). 
2 Salme SARAJAS-KORTE, Suomen varhais-symbolismi ja sen lähteet: tutkielma Suomen maalaustaiteesta 
1891 - 1895, Helsinki: Otava, 1966, p. 29. 
3 Ibid. 
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winged being combined with a charioteer and a chariot. The wings of the soul, the losing of 
them and their regrowth seemed to be familiar concepts and imageries for symbolists.4 
The gods lived near by the world of ideas, they understood what is real and true and the 
human soul was eager to learn that as well, because the force that strengthens the wings and 
allows the soul to rise higher originates from this true existence. Very often the soul is filled 
with oblivion, loses its wings and falls to the ground, where it has to nurture itself only with 
conjecture and pondering of the nature of existence.5 
The essence of love Plato clarified in Symposium. Love as its purest form was love towards 
the idea of beauty. The mediator acting between the gods and the humans was Eros. The path 
of love led from forms of individual beauty to higher states, almost like one would be 
climbing the stairs towards higher planes of love and knowledge – until one learned the real 
nature of true beauty. The symbolists believed that artists were provided with an ability to see 
the world of ideas by lifting the invisible veil, by attuning to their inner world and seeing with 
the eyes of their soul. Then they were able to look at the secrets of existence more deeply than 
the rest of the mortals.6 
The symbolists did not adopt all of the ideas presented by Plato, but they selected thoughts 
that fit their purposes. The emphasis of reason was not popular among the symbolists, who 
were drawn to the mystical, intuitive side of knowing. They ignored the teachings that later on 
led to the development of the theory of logics. They rather believed Plato’s description that 
knowledge is remembering what our soul has seen in the past when we walked with god, and 
knowledge means looking and rising higher than what we now think is real.7 
 
2.1.1 Plotinus: Levels of existence 
 
Plotinus was an ancient Greek philosopher and a founder of Neoplatonism who also 
influenced the symbolists’ thoughts strongly.8 He believed that the reality of existence 
consists of the One that is the highest of all and from which the world of reason originates. 
The world of reason gives birth to the realm of spirit, of which the sensory world is only a 
                                           
4 Ibid, p. 30. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Plotinus, Wikipedia, available at <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plotinos> (17. 7. 2018). 
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reflection. Compared to Plato’s stagnant reality of existence, Plotinus’ version is in dynamic 
movement, eternally flowing from higher states of existence to the lower ones, and the pursuit 
of the lower towards the higher. Also, the human spirit constantly aimed at towards the higher 
plane to unite with the source. At the same time, this movement was also contemplation in its 
nature, because the spirit found its own origins from within itself. Matter, and human body on 
the other hand, drew it towards imprisonment in oblivion and forgetting of the self.9 
Many Eastern philosophies, such as Hinduism, share an identical idea of human spirit 
pursuing enlightenment, understanding of real substance of the self and of the world. Through 
self-reflection and spiritual practices, the soul slowly starts to peel off the layers, which it has 
built around its core over time to protect it from the loss, grief and distresses of life. The 
layers have gotten stone hard, dusty and muddy, because of difficulties, bad choices, 
disappointments and betrayals. So the soul has lost the connection to its true essence that lies 
in the core of it. The layers also prevent it from experiencing the reality as it truly is, but when 
the soul gets rid of them, it is finally able to experience the true nature of itself and is able to 
look at the breathtaking view of life. It realizes the connection of everything, and reaches an 
eternally lasting state of happiness, bliss and a feeling of oneness. 
Also Plotinus shares the idea that through contemplation and intuitive reflection human spirit 
can get in touch with the true essence of all. In a state of passionate ecstasy, the soul might 
rise even higher and merge in to grand, sublime oneness, to the origin of everything. This 
state was filled with rejoicing, satisfaction and feeling of completeness.10 Similar experiences 
about trance states of the spirit are told in old Indian Vedanta writings, which can be tracked 
back to the second millennium BCE11. In these stories a spiritual aspirant may dwell in a 
blissful trance even for days. 
Plato and Plotinus took different approaches to art, which may explain why Plotinus achieved 
a great success among the symbolists. Plato’s attitude towards art was negative and he 
regarded it as the copying of objects from the material world – only love towards 
philosophical knowledge could bring the soul closer to the life itself. Plotinus held art as high 
performance of the spirit. The creativity of the artist was a reflection of God’s creative power 
                                           
9  SARAJAS-KORTE 1996, fn. 2, p. 30. 
10 Ibid, p. 31. 
11 Shyam RANGANATHAN, Hindu Philosophy, Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, available at 
<https://www.iep.utm.edu/hindu-ph> (10. 12. 2018). 
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and the artist saw the beauty and the glory of the material objects, which were shone upon by 
the radiation from divine.12 
 
2.1.2 Emanuel Swedenborg: The correspondence theory 
 
The theory of symbolism was created around Plato’s theory of Ideas, Plotinus’ concept of 
ecstatic state and Emanuel Swedenborg’s idea of correspondences.13 
Emanuel Swedenborg, Swedish philosopher in 1700s, influenced strongly on the mystics of 
the time. His ideas, interpreted by Charles Baudelaire, also affected on the birth of the theory 
of symbolism and by opening up Swedenborg’s theory of correspondences, a whole new 
generation of mystics became aware of it.14 
According to Swedenborg, existence consisted of spirit, matter, form, color and smell, which 
all interacted with one another. It was ruled by universal harmony, a similar correspondence. 
Human beings resembled cosmos; they were a microcosm of the universe. Swedenborg 
considered “sky as a very huge human.” They both had the same inner structure and spirit that 
originated from the same source.15 
The key thoughts of Swedenborg’s mystics were also accurately known among the Finnish 
symbolists. A worldview offered by Swedenborg shared some common features with 
Neoplatonism, in which Christianity and Platonism were incorporated in a way that appealed 
to the generation fascinated by theosophy. Swedenborg’s god was “a spiritual sun”, whereas 
Plato’s god was impersonal. This spiritual sun shed love and light to the ones it created. 
Human knowledge was reflection and radiation of god’s light. Everything in creation was in 
right order in a chain where the lower one gave the matter to the higher one and the higher 
one provided the form and spirit to the lower one. Human being was in the chain of 
development, but at the same time it was the only one who had been cast out from its rightful 
place in paradise in the fall of man.16  
                                           
12 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, fn. 2, p. 31. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid, p. 32. 
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Swedenborg emphasized that awareness of the correspondences represented the knowledge 
that the whole humankind used to have, but was lost when turning away from god. The 
knowledge had been alive in the Orient, ancient Cana in Egypt, Assyria and Chaldea, and had 
spread finally to Greece. There it gradually had been forgotten and vanished. Swedenborg as a 
messenger of a new religion, had found it and announced it to the mankind.17 
The fall of man had plunged humankind from its original position, its knowledge had been 
clouded and it had become depended on the sensory world. Its love, that had originally been 
pure love for god, had turned impure. Only after death, human soul could once again reach its 
primary glory, though in the earthly life it was possible for it to emerge into god for short 
moments via contemplation. Then one could feel the flow of divinity in their veins and 
experience real intuitive wisdom.18 
The thought differs here from the Eastern religions and philosophies. According to 
Swedenborg, humans can only attain the purest clarity of the mind after their death – the 
results of everyday efforts to reach this higher, forgotten primary state, are only temporary. In 
Hinduism and Buddhism, humans can reach the elevated most divine awareness at any 
moment as long as they liberate their mind from the ego’s chains. After that, the bliss and 
highest understanding are everlasting. 
 
2.2 LITERARY THEORY OF SYMBOLISM 
 
2.2.1 Charles Baudelaire: Admiration towards Edgar Allan Poe and Richard Wagner 
 
Charles Baudelaire, French poet and critic, already created the substance of the literary theory 
of symbolism, in the aesthetics of which he combined the platonic theory of Ideas and 
Swedenborg’s correspondences. Some of the clearest realizations about symbolist art concepts 
came from him and his influence on the younger generation of artists of the time should not 
be understated.19 
He held Edgar Allan Poe, poet, and Richard Wagner, composer, in high esteem and put them 
on a pedestal of true masters. Both of them confirmed his beliefs on the existence of the 
                                           
17 Ibid. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Ibid. 
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spiritual correspondences. Poe’s reputation as a poet was strengthened in France due to 
translations of his work made by Baudelaire, who submerged so deeply into Poe’s writings 
that his ideas became Baudelaire’s own. To these ideas symbolists then later leaned on.20  
One of them was the idea of the correspondences between earthly and heavenly phenomena. 
Music and poetry were the vessels to travel from worldly experiences to the celestial 
dimensions. From Poe, Baudelaire found the thought that a poet’s undying thirst for beauty 
opened a door to the transcendental world. A poet understood connections between objects 
and their relations to spiritual existence and was able to see the analogy between them. A 
certain melody could call a specific color to mind, a color could evoke a sound of a melody, 
and a color and a melody could interpret ideas.21 
Richard Wagner was also celebrated artist at the end of the century. He promoted interaction 
and dialogue between different forms of art. Though, he considered drama the highest of them 
all. It was considered that Wagner’s music provided ecstatic, mystical art experiences, which 
might take one to an elevated state of awareness.22 
Art became Baudelaire’s instrument for understanding the most profound meanings of life. 
These meanings became clear only on rare occasions, as temporary mysterious moments. In 
this kind of a state, a trivial everyday scene might turn into a momentous symbol of life’s 
depth. The realization explains the relationship of the symbolist artist to their work: for them, 
any mundane scenery was eligible for a symbol.23 
 
2.2.2 Jean Moréas: The Symbolist Manifesto 
 
In the middle of 1880s, a literary theory was created, more or less officially, and given the 
name symbolism. 18th of September 1885 Jean Moréas, Greek poet and art critic, published 
The Symbolist Manifesto in Le Figaro. To Moréas, symbolism endeavored to shape an idea 
into an understandable form, but it was essential that it would never display the idea as it was. 
                                           
20 Ibid, p. 33. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid, p. 34. 
23 Ibid. 
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In symbolic art, the purpose of concrete phenomenon was only to express its connection to the 
idea world.24 
Moréas considered Baudelaire a precursor of the new movement, but as a theorist he was not 
very clear. His own manifesto was regarded obscure and evoked several divergent 
declarations on the programs. For a long time, the public had a hazy and an indistinct picture 
about symbolism and Moréas was criticized for misunderstanding the concept of symbolism. 
He was accused of ambiguity between a symbol and an allegory or a metaphor.25 
 
2.3 SYMBOLISM IN ART: SYNTHETISM 
 
2.3.1 Paul Gauguin: And a team of supporters 
 
Paul Gauguin’s father was a writer and so was his grandmother, who also happened to be a 
feminist lecturer. Gauguin, therefore, grew up in an environment surrounded by authors. He 
wrote letters with artists Émile Bernard and Van Gogh in which he discussed his ideas about 
art and was assured that something quite spectacular, unparalleled and fresh was about to 
come into existence in his work. Gauguin also wrote art critiques for Albert Auer’s journal Le 
Moderniste and many essays on social and religious problems and his ideas on art.26 
Being involved in writing, being surrounded by so many authors and the world of poets and 
literature, one could assume that he would had given new ideas and great contribution to 
literature. But in fact, writing was not easy for him and when discussing it, he often got into 
arguments with his associates, because of his temper.27 
He had built a deep friendship with much younger Paul Sérusier and Émile Bernard, who both 
were highly intellectual and encouraged Gauguin. Bernard was very innovative and 
resourceful when it came to discovering new ideas. He especially was very important to 
Gauguin. Bernard made himself at home in the social circles, he knew many of the major 
artists, including Cézanne and Van Gogh. He was friends with Albert Aurier, symbolist writer 
                                           
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Herschel CHIPP, Theories of Modern Art: A Source Book by Artists and Critics, Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1984, p. 51. 
27 Ibid, p. 52. 
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and art critic, whom he influenced to write articles about symbolist movement and Gauguin. 
Aurier then introduced Gauguin to the symbolist circle of Mallarmé, where he presented his 
ideas fanatically.28 
Émile Bernard had been painting in neo-impressionistic style until 1886 when he visited 
Sicnas’ atelier. Suddenly, he had been repelled by the sight of the old style and gave it up 
while standing there “now to let the ideas rule the painting technique”.29 He disposed all of 
the neo-impressionistic works and travelled from Paris to Bretagne, to a backward region, 
where suburban culture did not reach. There, mainly in Pont-Aven, he experimented with 
provincial and archaic subjects and anti-naturalistic techniques, until he had created a style 
that favored clear outlines, even surfaces and simplified forms.30 Gauguin also visited in Pont-
Aven and painted there together with his friend Bernard. Together they gave a form to a new 
direction in their painting, which later on was named synthetism. According to Bernard, 
discovering the new style affected the birth of Gauguin’s work Vision after the Sermon, which 
is the first noticeable example of synthetism, alias symbolism, in visual arts.31 
Japanese art was a role model to synthetism. Gauguin exchanged letters with Van Gogh who 
was extremely fascinated with its wide color surfaces and color harmony that escaped the 
reality. Only a one single line could depict both, reality and dreams. These pictures from a 
faraway land inexplicably altered the reality in them into an almost abstract connection with 
lines and harmonies. The basis for the new style was here. Depth and space in the painting 
would now create an impression of flatness, also the contrasts of light and shadow were 
reduced. Outline drawing was dominant and color did not imitate the depicted subject but it 
created harmony.32 
Out of all symbolist critics, Albert Aurier was the most educated and receptive. He had 
studied painting and was close friends with many of the artists, especially with Bernard. 
Following Bernard’s suggestion, he wrote articles about the young painters.33 In one of his 
articles in 1891, he boosted Gauguin and declared him as the leader of the symbolist artists.34 
                                           
28 Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 John FLEMING and Hugh HONOUR, A World History of Art, London: Laurence King Publishing, 1995, p. 
674. 
31 Ibid. 
32 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, fn. 2, p. 38. 
33 CHIPP 1984, fn. 26, p. 52. 
34 Ibid, p. 53. 
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Aurier created a theory to the symbolist art by being in a close interaction with the symbolist 
poets and the artists who were interested in it. He considered the painters’ movement closely 
alike to symbolism in literature. He established the aesthetics of symbolist art based on the 
theories already developed for the literary movement.35 
He surely would have had an exceedingly successful career as an art critic, but he died of a 
typhus infection at an early age. The impact created by Aurier was lost to a great extend when 
the art section of the magazine he had written articles for was taken over by Camille Mauclair, 
a hater of Cézanne, the symbolists, and other new artists.36 
Because Gauguin was not a theorist, others formulated his ideas, incoherent at times, to 
consequent aesthetics. Paul Sérusier was one of them. His philosophical wits transformed 
Gauguin’s smallest traces of thoughts and pairs of words into a theory.37 These theories 
turned into a synthetist school and a concrete school, Acádemie Julian. The head students 
were Paul Sérusier and Maurice Denis. In 1888, Sérusier introduced the ideas Gauguin 
brought from Pont-Aven to the first students of the academy.38 
Gauguin advised his students. “How do you see this tree? Is it really green? Use green then, 
the most beautiful green on your palette. And that shadow, rather blue? Don’t be afraid to 
paint it as blue as possible”.39 
Maurice Denis was also active in improving and developing Gauguin’s ideas mediated by 
Sérusier.40 He was an influential mural painter, had his own art studio Studio of Sacret Art and 
he was active in artists’ organizations. The articles he wrote about the history, ideology and 
characteristics of symbolism were the most sharp-sighted and he had a lot of influence on 
passing on the ideas and theories of Gauguin and his coeval poets, to the new generations of 
artists.41 
 
 
 
                                           
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
37 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, fn. 2, p. 36. 
38 CHIPP 1984, fn. 26, p. 53. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid, p. 54. 
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2.3.1.1 Tahiti 
  
Gauguin yearned for sincerity, simplicity and unpretentious state of happiness, which were 
believed to be characteristic for people who had escaped the urban city life and high culture.42  
These mythical images about primitive people have existed in the minds of Westerners since 
the antiquity and they originate in the thought that paradise was inhabited by people in a 
natural state.43 The idea of noble savage was particularly popular from 1600s to 1800s and it 
described people from primitive cultures, who were not ruined by civilization and were 
considered purer and more honest.44 
Nevertheless, not a sole artist that we know of had attempted to pursuit this kind of way of 
life before Gauguin, who sailed to Tahiti in 1891 and settled to live in a small village 
inhabited by indigenous people. During the time he spent in Tahiti, his main interest in art 
was in topics such as wild and civilized people and innocence and knowledge. Though 
Gauguin’s paintings were more exotic from their themes and colors, the basic elements of his 
style still remained the same. He himself noted that he was not able to shake off the Western 
upbringing from his shoulders, neither in Pont-Aven nor in Tahiti.45 
With him Gauguin had brought pictures of Egyptian reliefs, Borobudur temple in Indonesia, 
Pantheon frieze and a picture of one Rembrandt’s drawing and he used them as parts of his 
paintings even in Tahiti. The depiction of Tahitian aboriginals combined with these sketch 
images made his style electric.46 
He began to apply the procedure of synthetic image making more consciously, after the first 
shock caused by the new environment and its stimulating impact had subsided. Gauguin 
described the birth of the painting Spirit of the Dead Watching: everything began when he got 
“enchanted by a figure and movement”47 of one young Tahitian woman and made a drawing 
of her “without any ulterior motives except that it would represent a nude”.48 After that he got 
an urge to “color it with the aboriginals’ feel of life, characteristics and tradition”.49 He added 
                                           
42 FLEMING, HONOUR 1995, fn. 30, p. 675. 
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44 Jalo villi, Wikipedia, available at <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jalo_villi> (17. 7. 2018). 
45 FLEMING, HONOUR 2002, fn. 30, p. 675. 
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a colorful wraparound skirt pareo and yellow parkin fabric to the picture, which “might 
awaken something unexpected in the viewers’ mind”.50 He added some purple hue so that the 
background would appear more “horrific”.51 This is how “the musical side”52 of the painting 
was born. 
Gauguin understood the Polynesian culture and religion in a unique way and, for a European, 
he had a rare intimate connection to the Tahitian natives and the people of Marquesas Islands. 
Poetic qualities of his work, rhythm, clear lines, the independent position of the color and his 
rich imagination had great influence on young painters later on. With confident words he 
declared: “Audience doesn’t own me anything since my work is only relatively decent; 
instead those painters who now turn this freedom to good account, owe a subtle debt of 
gratitude to me”.53 
 
 
Picture 1 Paul Gauguin, Spirit of the Dead Watching, 1892, oil on burlap mounted on canvas, 116 x 134 cm, 
Albright Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo 
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2.3.1.2 52 Souls 
 
Ateneum Art Museum in Helsinki organized an exhibition called 52 Souls in 2012, which 
presented famous landscapes from symbolism painting from 1880 to 1910. There were works 
on display from Vincent Van Gogh, Claude Monet, Paul Gauguin, Piet Mondrian, Edvard 
Munch, Paul Signac, James McNeill Whistler and Wassily Kandinsky. 
It has been years since the exhibition took place; yet, I still recall the visit there, because it 
impressed me in a way that I had not experienced before, nor have after it. Although, I was 
positively surprised about the over-all impression of the exhibition, my attention was 
particularly drawn to Gauguin’s works, from which as a souvenir, I bought a postcard that had 
a painting Road in Tahiti on it. When spending time with Gauguin’s work, I felt as if massive 
force and warm energy rose from my feet and streamed through whole body. The colours of 
the paintings mesmerized and I had the sensation as if some kind of recuperative power flew 
out of them nurturing the soul. I believed the artist was so deeply connected to the artwork 
and to his own inner universe, that love towards art came across so passionately and if the 
viewer was receptive enough, they would feel it. 
Road in Tahiti 1891 is a portrayal of a Tahitian mountain landscape, which is cross cut by a 
dirt road that leads towards the horizon and mountains behind. Two women follow the road 
and have turned their back to the viewer. A horse is dangling its head lazily in the middle of 
the picture plane and a local girl sitting on a terrace of a palm thatch frames the image. 
The painting is rich in colour and dominated by green. The impression of depth is not radical, 
whilst bluish purple mountains in the background and cobalt blue sky have been arranged in a 
way that different degrees of depth are highlighted. Dark blue mountains are drawn farthest, 
yet the colour surfaces feel equal with one another. It looks as though the blue sky and pale 
white moon move from the back towards the forefront of the image. The moon is like a 
guardian over the landscape. 
The cobalt blue detail in the women’s dresses creates balance amid the prevalent green palette 
and it turns the painting layered. The purple mountains and the sand road make the painting 
glow and all of those vivid brush strokes enrich the art piece even more. It appears that in the 
landscape offered by the painting, nothing was positioned wrong; on the contrary, all the 
elements – humans, animals and nature – were in perfect harmony. 
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Picture 2 Paul Gauguin, Road in Tahiti, 1891, oil on canvas, 115,5 x 88,5 cm, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 
Minneapolis  
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3 SYMBOLISM IN FINLAND 
 
3.1 THE ECLIPSE OF REALISM 
 
A Swedish author Axel Lundegård had a lecture on new tendencies in Scandinavian literature 
in Helsinki at the end of 1891. The lecture drew a lot of attention and attracted many listeners. 
Lundegård had realized that depicting reality no longer satisfied the spiritual needs of the time 
and a brand new movement was arriving. It responded to the era’s demand on something 
more soulful in both, literature and art. Sustainable external skills and techniques had been 
achieved in arts during realism. Now it was time to wake the spirit inside of the form.54 
The fading of realism was first understood specifically as a transition from materialism to 
spiritualism. The technical achievements of realism were considered permanent, though.55 At 
the end of 1700s, romantic qualities in art had started to strengthen. Emphasis was on 
feelings, imagination and freedom. Also dreams, spiritual world, the dark side of a human and 
other peculiar things were stressed.56 
Paris correspondent of the magazine Finsk Tidskrift, Richard Kaufmann, sent an article to the 
magazine about a French author, critic and occultist Joséphin Péladan, a leader of a new 
movement, who was admired amongst the young in Paris. He wrote about a new generation 
who was enthralled by occultism and mysticism. He paid attention to a thirst for innovation 
and a search for originality, which seemed to be prevailing qualities of the time. There was no 
lack of talent, but a purposeful new direction and means of expression were missing.57 
The new generation in literature was seeking for complex topics and unusual ways. If the 
audience did not comprehend them, they could not have cared less. Their great master 
Richard Wagner had also once been considered entirely incomprehensible and now he was 
admired by the whole world.58 
The image given by Kaufmann about the nature of the new awakening movement stayed and 
defined the concept of symbolism as it was taking shape in Finland. It was now clear that 
                                           
54 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, fn. 2, p. 22. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Romantiikka, Wikipedia, available at <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romantiikka> (20. 7. 2018). 
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Péladan was the prophet who made the way for magical romanticism in art, but the 
symbolists’ pursuit to reform the concept of art and aim for art’s autonomy remained mostly 
unknown.59 
In another article the same year (1891), Kaufmann wrote again about the movement and this 
time it was about the symbolism in a form represented by Jéan Moreas. He declared that the 
word mysticism was on everyone’s lips and for literature to be presentable in Paris it had to be 
symbolic.60 
The visions and thoughts of symbolists felt peculiar for Finns who had only become 
acquainted with fictional symbolism and were not sure what a symbol meant in the first place. 
It was easiest to understand that it signified same as an allegory, although, the symbol in this 
context implied mainly an intuitive sign or a mark, or a hunch of an even more indefinite 
supernal beauty. -Though, the artist circle of Magnus Enckell in Paris was very aware of this 
definition.61 
 
3.2 SYMPOSIUM CIRCLE 
 
A significant part of the new symbolism movement were social events, where the artists from 
variety of fields joined to discuss and reflect upon the ideas and concepts of symbolism. 
Evening gatherings and moments of reflections around the new art concept might have been 
heavy for the participants of the parties. Author Eva Mannerheim-Sparre narrated about 
session they had in hotel Kämp in Helsinki,62 which was the center of amusement and 
nightlife at the turn of the century and also one of the best-known hotels in the country.63  
“They ranted on and on until the late morning and the get-together might have lasted for many 
days nonstop. Magic, philosophy, Peladan’s Rose + Croix movement, symbolism and liquor 
gave the imagination wings. Admiration for one another was showed without restraint as was 
the intense scorn towards dissidents”.64  
                                           
59 Ibid. 
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61 Markku VALKONEN, Kultakausi, Porvoo: WSOY, 2004, p. 64. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Hotelli Kämp, Wikipedia, available at <https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hotelli_K%C3%A4mp> (25. 7. 2018). 
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In the beginning of the century, painter Akseli Gallen-Kallela, authors Eino Leino, Juhani 
Aho, and composers Robert Kajanus, Armas Järnefelt and Jean Sibelius among others spent 
their time on the premises. The meetings of the cultured people indeed went on for several 
days, and it is said that Järnefelt had left to lead a concert in Vyborg and then after few days 
returned to continue the session in Kämp. When coming back and stepping in to the room, it 
is claimed that Kajanus asked him, if he stepped out to talk on the phone.65 
The place and the endless sessions of reflecting inspired artist in their work. It is told that one 
theme melody of the play King Christian II was born in the early hours of the morning and 
given a nickname “I go back to Kämp” when Jean Sibelius’ wife Aino once did not let her 
husband back into the house after he had returned from Kämp after a long night. Jean Sibelius 
had then no other choice than go back to the hotel.66 
 
3.2.1 Enfant terribles of the art world 
 
Also a painting from Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Symposium, was a result of the evening 
gatherings in Kämp.67 This work was strongly disapproved of and confused the public and 
critics. It portrayed a connection between arts and artists, which was set on the ideas of 
correspondences and was also a significant art theme in Finland.68 
In the painting, artist Gallen-Kallela is trying to solve profound puzzles of life and art together 
with composers Oskar Merikanto, Robert Kajanus and Jean Sibelius. He painted two versions 
of the work. The first version of the painting was given the name Problem, and in it the shape 
of Oskar Merikanto’s head – with his grinning face – was modeled after a vegetable.69 
Mythological wings are depicted in the work, the same motif that Plato had chosen to describe 
the rise of the soul into its height. The wings of Osiris peep out from the left corner of the 
work, or they could delineate the presence of the Phoenix bird, whose myth also originates 
from ancient Egyptian culture. It ascents from ruins and ashes of old awareness and rises up to 
a brand new clarified consciousness and life.  
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Problem is the more amusing one out of the two works. Yellow, green and blue colouring of 
the painting creates an impression of a misty atmosphere flavored with a scent of wine that is 
spilled on the table cloth. A generous undetailed gesture of a brush intensifies the ambience of 
haze in the painting. Kajander’s character at the head of the table is flailing with his hand 
intensely and seems to be absorbed in explaining his realizations. His speech has stopped 
perhaps for a temporary loss of words or memory, or for a need to pause for a moment and 
contemplate on the thought more carefully. 
Sibelius looks as he is almost slumbering in the right corner of the painting and seems to be 
more washed-out than everyone else. Gallen-Kallela himself, under the red wing, appears to 
be more energetic and excited, and he gazes directly to the viewer as if he is inviting them to 
join the conversation. The reddish moon, stars, the mysterious woman figure with only legs 
outlined and the pale blue sky enchant the observers both in the picture and outside of it. 
It seems that Gallen-Kallela got more serious while painting the second version, Symposium, 
as if he tidied it up. Figures of the fellow artists look like they had a shower after the first 
version of the painting. Even the tablecloth seems like it has been washed and ironed for the 
brand new work. The painting is more detailed and focused, less expressive than Problem. 
The wings are now taking more space in the painting like they are about to wrap around the 
artists. Gallen-Kallela is peering underneath them with a more serious look on his face. 
The feel in both of the works is touchable and one can easily envision oneself sinking into the 
deeply penetrating conversations with the fellow artists of the picture. On the moment the 
discussion is truly relevant, makes the most sense in the world and the brightest realizations 
fill the consciousness and the halls. In the light of morrow, one may ponder and ask oneself 
how deep into the rabbit-hole one ought to dig their head in.   
When the painting was exposed to the audience, Gallen-Kallela was publically resented and 
considered as enfant terrible of the art world. The artist himself reckoned that the particular 
painting was “a bomb, whose all fragments of course would fall on [his] own head 
eventually” but he thought he could handle it.70 -Also the other artists depicted on the painting 
got a bad reputation and a stigma of a drunkard after the release of the work. Sibelius even 
had difficulties getting a credit but, nevertheless, he recalled the session of symposium circle 
                                           
70 Vesa SIRÉN, Symposion piiri, Sibelius.fi, available at 
<http://www.sibelius.fi/suomi/erikoisaiheet/yhteisot/symposium.html> (25. 7. 2018). 
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with warmth. They gave him plenty of content during a time when he felt more or less 
alone.71  
 
 
Picture 3 Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Symposium (Problem), 1894, oil on canvas, 58,5 x 56,5 cm, Gösta Serlachius 
Art Foundation, Mänttä, published in Markku VALKONEN, Kultakausi, Porvoo 2004, p. 180 
 
Picture 4 Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Symposium, 1894, oil on canvas, private collection 
                                           
71Vesa SIRÉN, Symposion vuodet 1892 - 1897, Sibelius.fi, available at  
<http://www.sibelius.fi/suomi/elamankaari/sib_symbosion.htm> (25. 7. 2018). 
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Elderly generation of artists got tired at listening and participating in this kind of passionate 
harangue that the sessions around symbolism offered. Albert Edelfelt warned his Swedish 
artist colleague Louis Sparre “not to pay attention to every high priest of Péladan in 
Sääksmäki but to continue working and to rejoice the progress done during the year”.72 
Just as Gallen-Kallela and his artist comrades from the Symposium were the bad boys and 
rebels in art, also symbolism was seen as danger that threatened conventional moral. The 
focal points of the ideology –the admiration for platonic love and the idea of androgyny as a 
symbol for life’s perfection –were seen homosexually coloured amongst the critics. 
Symbolists believed that youngsters at the age of 13 - 14 were embodiments of the 
androgynous ideal. It was considered that feminine and masculine attributes should be in 
balance and neutralize each other. A perfect example of this harmony was seen in Leonardo 
Da Vinci’s interpretation of John the Baptist.73 
 
3.3 NATIONAL IDENTITY AND KARELIANISM 
 
The question of national identity was closely related to symbolism in Finland. In an editorial 
in Päivä magazine in 1890 was an article, which stressed the importance of nature of 
homeland and Karelia in particular as a motif for artists. Karelia became a source of creativity 
for all artists, and never before or after has the collaboration between the artists from all 
different kinds of fields been so seamless, than during this time that was later called 
karelianism. The era is also called national romanticism or national neo-romanticism; the 
latter was given the name by poet Eino Leino and covers a longer period of time than 
karelianism, peak season of which was already over around 1896. Despite of the various 
names, this period from 1890s to first decades of 1900s was the era of Finnish symbolism.74 
The roots of symbolism in Finland are in events in homeland, as well as abroad. Despite its 
strong national tendencies, at least some international features of symbolism were adopted in 
Finland as well: literature and art had to achieve a deeper truth, which lied underneath visible 
everyday reality. This truth had to be expressed with symbols and images. The most pivotal 
attributes to an artist or an author were intuition and imagination and poetry had to hint at 
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states of the soul. Also, romanticizing nature, seeing divinity in everything and yearning for 
pre-industrial state were the special traits of symbolism that were manifested in Finland.75 
At this point it is relevant to discuss Finland’s special autonomous position under Russian 
empire, which influenced wealth and industrialism of a once poor country and led to the 
strengthening of national identity and its own cultural roots. However, the improved position 
and conditions were in real danger to be lost when Russia started to restrain and reduce legal 
rights in Finland. The importance of the situation cannot be underlined enough, because 
Finland was threatened by a complete russification. Therefore, every action was made to 
prevent that from happening and art was utilized in the same cause. 
 
3.3.1 The flourishing of culture and identity  
 
Before year 1808 Finland had been part of Sweden, but that year Russia conquered the 
country to protect its capital Saint Petersburg and to control the connections at the Baltic 
Sea.76 
The emperor Alexander I declared Finland an autonomous position at the Diet of Porvoo in 
1809. He affirmed that religion, laws and special rights were held valid and Finland was 
attached to Russia as an independent country in which policy people were free.77 
Instead of historical Turku, the new capital was now tiny Helsinki that had suffered and 
burned badly during the war. Helsinki got a tremendous renewal, for the emperors Alexander 
I and Alexander II built the city in an impressive neoclassical way.78 
In addition to own laws, parliament and administration, signs of autonomy were also that 
citizens of Russia did not have civil rights in Finland and that Finland had a customs frontier 
against Russia. Office-holders were Finnish, except for the governor-general who represented 
the emperor. During the reign of Alexander II 1855 - 1881, significant reforms were put into 
practice. Finnish language got a status of an official administration and litigation language. 
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Also, its own currency Finnish Mark was tailored. -The army of the nation was based on 
compulsory military service that was independent and detached from Russian national army.79 
Industrialism sprang to action with an enormous force, because the channel of Saimaa was 
constructed from inland to the Gulf of Finland and from there to the international market. 
Also, a massive railway network was built. All of these reforms amplified the national 
identity. With the effort of linguists, authors and poets, the condition of the culture and the 
position of language gained strength. The most notable of them were Johan Ludvig Runeberg 
and Elias Lönnrot.80 
Runeberg, who was a teacher, journalist, poet and professor, is considered Finland’s national 
poet. He created a self-esteem strengthening image of the nation, its people and nature. His 
stories about second lieutenant Stool affected on the moral identity of Finns and he also wrote 
lyrics to the national anthem of Finland called Maamme, our land.81  
Elias Lönnrot was a linguist, a doctor and a pioneer of botany. He renewed the language, 
wrote dictionaries, published and edited the first newspaper that was written in Finnish. 
Lönnrot is best known for being the creator of the national epic Kalevala, for which he 
collected material that was based on old oral tradition.82 
 
3.3.2 Russification and February Manifesto 
 
The special status of Finland as an autonomous country was criticized in the Russian press, 
because Finland had the best rights in comparison to other minority people in Russia. At the 
same time, Russia started to tighten its grip all of its peripheries to unify the country. 
Finland’s autonomy and constitution obstructed it, so they had to be either abolished or 
redefined. The actions in Russification culminated in 1899 when the emperor Nikolai II 
proclaimed February Manifesto. As a result, Russian was declared the language of highest 
offices in Finland, conscription act was invalidated and the Finnish army was commanded to 
integrate with Russian army. The constitution of Russia now applied to Finland as well and 
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the new legal acts gave almost unlimited dictatorial mandates to the governor-general Nikolai 
Bobrikov in deportation, firing officials and abolishing newspapers.83 
February Manifesto was received in Finland as a takeover and treachery, so retaliatory actions 
started quickly. A major petition that contained half a million names was collected in less than 
a week by politically active school students who gathered the names by skiing from door to 
door in thick snow. The new conscription act was supposed to be announced in churches, but 
many priests refused to follow the rule and if this declaration did take place, churchgoers 
voted with their feet and left the premises. Finns went on total strike against the conscription 
and they could not have be forced to join the Russian army even during the steep 
Russification period.84 
The actions of Russification ended for a moment, because of a murder of the governor-general 
Bobrikov in Helsinki in 1904. The war against Japan was not successful, which dropped the 
spirit in Russia. Popularity of the emperor decreased and the nation was led to chaos and a 
general strike, due to violent suppression of peaceful demonstrations.85 
The general strike spread to Finland as well and as a result the regulations weakening 
Finland’s position were discharged. The state of Finland was confirmed with a new 
parliamentary act and electoral law. Common laws were no longer administered according to 
different estates – nobility, clergy, burgher and peasantry. The laws had earlier provided most 
influence and power to the nobility and clergy. Members of the new parliament had to be 
elected by voting that was based on general and equal vote and in which all citizens – men 
and women – over the age of 24 had the right to vote. Poverty or humble origins no longer 
precluded the chance to vote.86 
 
3.4 AKSELI GALLEN-KALLELA’S KALEVALA 
  
Akseli Gallen-Kallela is considered one of the most notable visual artists in Finland. Above 
all, he was a pioneer of national art and its major developer. National romanticism, a new 
visual style, was first and foremost his creation. To the general public, he became known 
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especially when illustrating the substantial national epic Kalevala and another important novel 
Seven Brothers by Aleksis Kivi. He was also a precursor and a trailblazer of graphic arts and 
craft art in Finland.87 
The origins of the stories in Kalevala lie in Viena Karelian villages, an area still surrounded 
by ancient forest. The Finnish national epic owes its existence to the folklore collected from 
the regions illiterate peasants. The first published version of Kalevala came out in 1835 and 
before that Lönnrot travelled several times to Savonia, Karelia and Lapland to collect old 
traditional poems from “poem singers” who heard their stories from their ancestors.88  
Kalevala contains mythical stories about the origins of Finnish people and ancient times. For 
example, there is a story about the birth of the universe, in which a scaup lays six golden eggs 
and one iron egg on the knee of goddess Ilmatar. The eggs break and land, air, stars, sun and 
moon are born from them. Later, a wise man and wizard, Väinämöinen is born and becomes a 
heroic leader of Kalevala. He participates in the creation by hoeing the first farming field.89 
Gallen-Kallela studied and stayed in Paris several times and the first time was in 1884 when 
he started his studies in Academié Julian. In the years 1887 - 1889, his tableaus of Paris were 
frantic city views, which had impressionistic nuances. At the end of 1889, he painted his first 
work, Démasquée, which predicted symbolism. At the same time, Gallen-Kallela started to 
implement the idea he had had in his mind for years – to depict Kalevala. First, he painted 
triptych Aino-tale, that was acknowledged at Paris Exposition in 1889 and given the second 
place medal in its class.90 
Gallen-Kallela became truly enthusiastic about Kalevala. He travelled to Kuhmo on his 
honeymoon with his newlywed wife in 1890 and prepared to paint a new version of Aino-tale 
triptych. He was hoping to find material and models to be able to start working on the subject. 
With his artist colleague and friend Louis Sparre, he also visited in Viena Karelia, from where 
Elias Lönnrot found most of his inspiration to write the story of Kalevala. The trip to the 
region ignited the general interest for Karelia, that later was called karelianism.91  
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3.4.1 Aino-tale 1891 
 
The story of Aino is one of the best-known tales in Kalevala. Gallen-Kallela returned to the 
subject again in 1891 by painting another version of it. The painting series represent a scene 
in which the seer, Väinämöinen, courts a young maiden, Aino, who had been promised as a 
bride to Väinämöinen by her brother Joukahainen. Joukahainen had been boasting with his 
sorcerer’s abilities to an extent that Väinämöinen had lost his patience and cast him to a 
swamp by “singing”, which meant casting a spell on him. In order to get out of the swamp, 
Joukahainen offered his sister to the old wizard. Rather than marrying the old sorcerer, Aino 
drowned herself and became a mermaid in the underwater kingdom of the god Ahti.92 
The artwork is still painted in a naturalistic way. The landscape in it portrays an ideal and 
perfect summer evening by a tranquil and beautiful lake in Finland. It reminds of a fleeting 
and unique summer that in its quickly perishable nature makes it feel even more cherished. It 
is a reminder of time passing, moments, days and years that just drift away, if we do not seize 
them. Summers in Finland are never murky. The darkest moment is coloured with deep blue 
rather than pitch-black and light travels wild even at night. 
In the painting on the left, Aino and Väinämöinen encounter. Väinämöinen approaches Aino 
cautiously, but Aino’s posture speaks of determination. She would rather belong to fishes than 
to an old husband. 
In the main painting in the middle, Aino is almost transparent and she blends with the colour 
of the water, as if it suggests that she has made her decision to join the kingdom of the 
underwater world.  
Leisurely, warm and stagnant atmosphere hovers over the painting. There is no grand drama, 
the only action in the painting happens around Aino. Her strict gaze and the dodging gesture 
made with her body and hand create tension in the painting; her fluttering hair, the splashing 
water and the fleeing fish highlight that feeling.  
Väinämöinen reaches for Aino his wooden boat tilting. He does not seem aggressively 
demanding or persuading, more like melancholic and stagnant. 
I consider the third part of the triptych, the painting on the right side, to convey the moment 
when Aino ponders on her options and choices. The shimmering mermaid in the water can be 
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seen as Aino herself and as a decision to disengage from the earthly life, and join the water 
world. 
 
  
Picture 5 Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Aino-tale, triptych, 1891, oil on canvas, 200 x 413 cm, The Collection of 
Finnish State Art Commission, Helsinki 
 
3.4.2 Lemminkäinen’s Mother 1897 
 
Gallen-Kallela had absorbed influences from Academié Julian in Paris while being a student 
there. Synthetist decorativeness and Japanese images had prominent effect on him when he 
was about to abandon realism and to establish a new style.93 
The artist also admired Nietzsche, and was intrigued by spiritualism and theosophy. He 
became introduced to graphic arts, which as a technique also supported his new artistic style 
in which drawing and the outline were of great importance.94 
In another story, Lemminkäinen travels to Northland to fetch a bride for himself. He courts a 
beautiful daughter of Northland’s Matron. The daughter has numerous other suitors as well, 
so the Matron insists deeds from the eager wooers. The duty of Lemminkäinen is to shoot the 
Swan of underworld, which swims in the river that is a portal to the realm of death. 
                                           
93 REITALA, fn. 87. 
94 Ibid. 
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Lemminkäinen does not succeed, because he is shot to death by the Shepherd of Northland, 
who revenges Lemminkäinen’s arrogant behavior. Lemminkäinen’s mother rakes the pieces 
of her son’s body from the river and summons a bee who brings back Lemminkäinen’s 
spirit.95 
The artwork, Lemminkäinen’s Mother, from 1897 is an example of Gallen-Kallela’s 
distinctive signature style. In the artwork, his elaborate naturalism and depiction of human 
body are united with a simpler painting method, in which the outlines and wide congruent 
colour surfaces have focal role. Every detail is implemented in a way that grants a symbolic 
meaning to everything there is in the painting. The strong outlines and simplification heighten 
the effect. 
Death of Jesus Christ and Mary, mother of Jesus call to mind when viewing the painting. Just 
like the Christ, Lemminkäinen also rises from the dead. The viewer’s eyes become locked 
onto the melancholic stare of the mother, as though she were looking directly at God itself. 
The skulls buried in the soil are an indicator of souls that have been long gone. Though the 
soil is rocky, not everything is lifeless, because some odd flowers grow next to them. A tiny 
box with some kind of branches tied together lie on the ground close to the bodies of 
Lemminkäinen and his mother. The mother has saved her son. 
A trail of stones divides the image, as if it were a bloody path that separates the world of the 
dead and the river of the underworld from the living. 
The Swan of underworld swims in the stream unharmed. Golden rays descent from the sky 
and are led by a small bee which carries Lemminkäinen’s spirit back. The golden beam and 
the swan are substantial elements in the image as they break the surface of the dusky water. 
They have been placed in a fascinating way almost to the edges of the picture where they 
slightly disturb the harmonious and steady composition, yet simultaneously hold it together. 
 
                                           
95 Kalevalan kankahilla, fn. 89. 
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Picture 6 Akseli Gallen-Kallela, Lemminkäinen’s Mother, 1897, tempera on canvas, 85 x 118 cm, Antel 
Collection, Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki, published in Markku VALKONEN, Kultakausi, Porvoo 2004, p. 
182 
 
 
3.5 CRISIS OF FINNISH ART AND ITS SAVIORS 
 
Finnish art was modernized intensely during the first two decades of the 1900s. The national 
romantic tendencies of art were abandoned and colour became the center of attention.96  
Self-esteem of Finns got bruised especially after the Exhibition of Finnish Art in The Salon 
d'Automne, Autumn Salon in Paris in 1908, where Finnish art was criticized and mocked as 
dusty and out-of-date. Finns had gone to Paris with great expectations and hoping for a 
                                           
96 Hanna-Reetta SHRECK, Ellen Thesleff - Dance of Color, Helsinki: Retretti Art Center, 2008, p. 26. 
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triumph and similar success that their painting exhibition in Finnish pavilion had gained at 
World Expo in the year 1900.97  
Also, the architects Sigurd Frostelus and Gustav Strengell, who were key figures in Finnish 
art world, were concerned that art in Finland had become outmoded and lagged behind. They 
also noticed that new European influences were sluggishly and hesitantly absorbed, and artists 
rather stuck to the old ways than gave a try to the new ideas flowing from overseas. These 
foreign influences were easily considered unpatriotic.98 
However, with expression that focused on colours, Finnish art started to regenerate and 
refresh. Particularly painter Ellen Thesleff expressed herself exceptionally boldly with a vivid 
and exquisite colour palette already in the early stage of her career and therefore, she is called 
the first expressionist in Finland.99 
To support the renewal of painting, Strengell and Frostelus wrote articles in which they 
stressed the importance of a new way to use colour. They declared the superiority of neo-
impressionistic colour theory. An artistic group called Septem was in a major role in carrying 
out this reform and bold transformation. Artist Magnus Enckell had been a commissioner of 
the department of Finnish painting in Exhibition of Finnish Art in The Salon d'Automne in 
Paris in 1908, and now with few other young artists started to execute the colour theories 
developed by Frosterus and Strengell.100 
The group’s first exhibition was held in 1912 and it became the event of breakthrough for 
modern painting in Finland.101  
The artists’ method was to concentrate on painting with unmixed colors. Brush technique also 
changed because of brightening of colours. During symbolism, the two-dimensionality of 
paintings ascetic in colour was underscored. Now colours of rainbow were used in palette and 
painting gestures were grand and layers of paint thick.102 
 
  
                                           
97 Septem ryhmä, Wikipedia, available at <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Septem-ryhm%C3%A4> (1. 8. 2018). 
98 SCHRECK 2008, fn. 96, p. 26. 
99 Ibid.  
100 Septem ryhmä, fn. 97. 
101 Ibid.  
102 Ibid. 
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4 INTRODUCTION TO KEY SYMBOLIST PAINTERS IN FINLAND 
 
4.1 MAGNUS ENCKELL (1870 - 1925) 
 
Magnus Enckell was one of the key figures and leading artists in the Finnish art scene in his 
time – especially at the turn of the 20th century. He was internationally oriented, studied in 
Paris, and fostered and maintained the artistic relationships between Finland and France.103 
In 1891, Enckell started his studies in Academié Julian where he spent time eagerly – even 
eight hours per day at his best. He was especially affected by the interaction between him and 
his fellow students, their support and their criticism.104 Enckell’s earlier art was characterized 
by ascetic colour palette that was only limited to a few hues. Painted with dark and light, 
almost monochromic colours, the art works had a strong base in drawing.105 
According to Maurice Denis, even the boldest of young students in the academy around the 
year 1888 were utterly unaware of Impressionism that had just recently revolutionized the 
painting world. Enckell studied in the academy during the time when Gauguin’s synthetist 
visions had already become rooted deeper into its doctrines, and the spirit of the academy had 
altered thoroughly.106 Owing to Sérusier, the climate had become more cultured than usually 
typical in art academies. The topics of the day were Neo-platonic ideas, Péladan, Wagner with 
decadent literature and the recently released, red-hot theory of symbolist painting from Albert 
Aurier.107 
Enckell was deeply religious, but his belief differed from churchly dogmatism and he was 
attracted to the mystical “love religion” of the time, which was influenced by conceptions of 
Plato. For Enckell, love was the most sacred aspect in human being. It was eternal and 
radiated from within. The strength and quality of love created and defined one’s personality. 
It was a force that originated from god and led to infinity; it raised a person from a lower level 
of beauty to higher perception, closer and closer to god.108 
                                           
103 TIHINEN, Juha-Heikki, Enckell Magnus (1870 - 1925), Kansallisbiografia, available at < 
https://kansallisbiografia.fi/kansallisbiografia/henkilo/3214> (6. 7. 2018). 
104 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, fn. 2,  p.72. 
105 Terhi AMBERLA, Suomen taiteen tarina - Magnus Enckell: Heräävä fauni 1914, YouTube, 8. 3. 2018, 
available at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WC1KdRlxZ_4< (6. 7. 2018). 
106 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, fn. 2, p.72. 
107 Ibid, p. 74. 
108 Ibid, p. 160. 
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When the new century started, Enckell’s artistic expression began to transform into a more 
picturesque style. The world of scarce colour was enriched by tones of blue, yellow and rose. 
His new style was greatly influenced by the French art movement, neo-impressionism, and its 
colour theory on the use of so-called pure colours. When Enckell moved to a whole new 
chapter in his art, most of the critics were unable to comprehend and receive his new burning 
and vivid expression. They had hard time accepting the homosexual nuances that were clearly 
present in many of his paintings, and mocked Enckell’s work – described it as perfumed – and 
hoped he would develop towards a more healthy direction as an artist.109 
A human figure against an exotic landscape was a highly popular theme in art in the 
beginning of 1900s and it symbolized the yearning for being connected with nature. It was a 
theme that Magnus Enckell often studied in his art and he presented it in a way that stirred the 
art world.110 
 
4.1.1 Awakening Faun 1914 
 
In his piece Awakening Faun, Enckell portrayed a faun figure waking up drowsily in the 
sunrise. A vaguely distinguishable water theme in the background of the work links the 
painting to a myth of Narcissus who falls in love with his own image that is reflected on the 
surface of water. The faun is painted as sensual and inactive – in a pose in which a male was 
not usually presented. There was an unspoken rule for portraying different genders, but those 
rules could be bypassed, for example, by placing a figure into a mythological context. 
However, Enckell’s faun breaks these boundaries. The artist painted the faun’s face and arms 
from the elbow to fingers with more brown colour, so instead of suggesting a merely mythical 
world, he alludes to a physical reality of a tanned youngster who does work outdoors.111 
This work from Enckell’s later period, 1914, encapsulates well the content and ideals of his 
art. In the faun’s figure, the androgynous ideal, the interest towards mythology and depicting 
humanity inherited from Péladan become visible. Courageous use of colour narrates about 
maturity, confidence and unconventional skills that were gained by relentless working and 
soul-searching. 
                                           
109 AMBERLA, fn. 105. 
110 Ibid. 
111 Ibid. 
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Enckell’s faun rests and leans on a hummock, his body slightly upraised and his eyes directed 
somewhere outside the image, towards a source of yellowish light, the rays of which warm the 
youngster’s body. His face is serene and drowsy and vivid blush glows on his cheeks.  
The faun touches his forehead with his palm. The positioning and the angle of the hand bring 
poise and angularity to the otherwise relaxed body. Fingers on the faun’s fist fade softly, so 
the palm looks smooth and gentle. 
The tones of the pure colour palette and their assimilation indeed waken the painting. The 
expressive and shimmering nature at the background also awakens, breathes and stirs with the 
movement of wind and light. The figure of the faun, who centers and occupies the pictorial 
plane, is painted expressively, though the complexion of the skin is much smoother and more 
even than the rest of the painting. It looks as if the faun’s chest rises and descents at the tempo 
of his inhaling and exhaling.  
 
 
Picture 7 Magnus Enckell, Awakening Faun, 1914, oil on canvas, 65,5 x 81 cm, Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki 
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4.3 ELLEN THESLEFF (1869 - 1954) 
 
Ellen Thesleff was born in 1896 in Helsinki to an established, cultured family with many 
children. Ellen’s father was her first art teacher and her great supporter. He encouraged her to 
become a professional artist, though it was not typical for a woman to pursue career in art at 
the end of the 1800s. Cultural studies were educational hobbies for the wealthier people, and 
also women studied them, but their place and task was to take care of the family.112 
As an artist, Thesleff did not want to follow the expectations set on the art of the time, and she 
avoided them clearly and consciously. She took influence only from the movements that fit 
her purposes. Her art has been associated with many different art genres, inter alia, 
Naturalism, Symbolism and Expressionism. However, her art is distinctive rather than defined 
by a certain style.113 
In the early stages of the artist’s career, simplicity and poetic tendencies were natural for 
Thesleff’s expression; even before she visited Paris for the first time, where these qualities 
were favored among the symbolist artists. Her gestures when painting were ascetic and quiet, 
and she avoided dramatic emotional expressions. She was not interested in the fantasy 
subjects of symbolism, and rather painted sceneries from ordinary life. Thesleff’s colour tones 
were earthy and she worked with brown, black and gray. At the same time, she discovered 
shades of violet, opal and light pink, which stayed in her production throughout her career.114 
Thesleff’s art cannot be described as typically Finnish, though her subjects themselves were 
considered that. She was fond of Finnish countryside and backwoods subjects, but she painted 
them in a style that was untypical for Finnish art at the time. Her paintings were joyful and 
bold, and she was open to exploring and discovering her own idiom.115 
Thesleff painted in seven different decades and was a remarkable and exceptional woman 
during her time, because she was able to support herself with her art at all times. She did not 
compromise herself and did not become a teacher or a wife, like many other female artists of 
her time. She was independent and did not care about gender norms. She wore short hair and 
trousers, and the themes in her work were those considered the topics for male artists.116 
                                           
112 SCHRECK 2008, fn. 96, p. 10. 
113 Ibid.  
114 Ibid, p. 20. 
115 Ibid, p. 9. 
116 Ibid, p. 10. 
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4.3.1 The Violin Player 1896 and Landscape from Tuscany 1907 
 
Musical hobbies in the Thesleff family were often preserved on the artist’s canvas. Music was 
present in her production throughout her whole career. Later on it appeared eminently in her 
composition and the way she used colour. She often named her work after music, out of 
which The Violin Player is an example of her earlier ascetic work from 1896.117 Thesleff had 
the ability to make the artwork glow from within. The girl playing a violin in the painting 
seems very alive and real, though her figure is painted in generous manner without 
concentration on sharp details. The work ripples as it were playing melodies that the violinist 
produces with her instrument. Attention is drawn to the woman’s gentle face, and from the 
serene feel and earthly shades of the painting, one can almost hear melodies that are wistful, 
soft and drowsy. 
 
 
Picture 8 Ellen Thesleff, The Violin Player, 1896, oil on canvas, 40 x 43 cm, Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki, 
published in Hanna-Reetta SCHRECK, Ellen Thesleff – Dance of Color, Helsinki 2008, p. 23 
                                           
117 Ibid, p. 24. 
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The girl’s eyes are focused on a spot outside of the image, but it feels as if she looks inside of 
herself and maybe visits her memories. The shades in the painting are close to each other, so 
the girl blends in with the soft tones of the background, and becomes one with her instrument 
which is also tinted with the colours the background. A white cloth, that is almost lucid, 
draws attention and black details of the violin’s skeleton bring contrast to it. 
Thesleff fell in love with Italy where they lived with her family besides Finland. She 
particularly enjoyed peaceful Florence and its surrounding countryside in Tuscany. There she 
found subjects for her paintings and woodcuts which represent nature, ocean, beach – and city 
landscapes and people in nature and at a beach.118 
The ascetic and silent manner of expression of her early artistic period transformed fast during 
the first decade of the 1900s. Italy changed her art permanently towards vivid colours and a 
more expressive style. She also took some influence from Fauvism and Impressionism as 
much as she found necessary.119 
One can easily imagine that the painting Landscape from Tuscany from 1907 could have been 
painted in a moment when distant mountains appear bluish on the horizon, perhaps bathing in 
the light of late afternoon. The work lacks steep contrasts and the detail that attracts the most 
attention is a dusky tower-like shape looming in the horizon next to a lighter form that 
resembles another building. The unity of the composition is broken by white softly arching 
shapes in the foreground and thick colour layers painted with spring green and lavender blue. 
They generate swirls on the bottom of the painting. In the middle part, blending of the same 
shade green and blue creates an oceanic feel to the mood of the painting. The artist has built 
up a motion to the composition, which resembles a serpentine river. Its movement accelerates 
and goes wild at the cascading vortex of blue and green in the image’s forefront. 
 
                                           
118 Ibid, p. 28. 
119 Ibid, p. 29. 
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Picture 9 Ellen Thesleff, Landscape from Tuscany, 1907, oil on canvas, 40,5 x 40,5 cm, The Collection of 
Finnish State Art Commission, Helsinki 
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4.2 HUGO SIMBERG (1873 - 1917) 
 
Hugo Simberg is one of the most significant artists of the era called golden age of Finnish 
painting and national romanticism. However, he differs noticeably from the rest of the coeval 
artists, and though, there are works in his production which represent the ideals and common 
artistic goals of the time, the significance of his work is based on his distinctive imaginary 
world.120 
Simberg spent his childhood summers in Säkkijärvi at the Niemenlautta mansion owned by 
his mother’s family. In these landscapes, he got in touch with nature and Karelian folklore. He 
was fascinated by stories and fairytales that originated from ancient mythology and religion in 
Finland. These stories and landscapes later influenced his art121, and just like Akseli Gallen-
Kallela, Simberg became a describer and interpreter of Finnish folklore, and his images would 
be depicted to younger generations to come. 
Simberg quit his art studies in Ateneum, which was the most known art school in Finland at 
the time. He was disappointed in the teaching and the inability of the teachers to understand 
his different vision on art and play with symbols. Already as a child, he had created a dream 
world that required symbolist means to be interpreted and understood.122 
Akseli Gallen-Kallela accepted the young artist as his student. He detected distinctiveness and 
rare talent in young Simberg, and encouraged him to find his own symbolist direction. As 
Gallen-Kallela’s student at the countryside of Ruovesi, Simberg developed a close 
relationship with nature and the main motifs of his art started to take a shape. The adorable 
and easily likeable creatures of his signature style were born: Halla, a personification of frost, 
elves, elemental spirits, a tiny devil – and sympathetic death figures adventured in his lively 
paintings.123 
Simberg’s art was often criticized and mocked as childish.124 The sympathy, childlike mind 
and tenderness of his paintings surely were experienced as unconventional and weak qualities 
in art, especially when presented by a male artist. 
                                           
120 Erik KRUSKOPF, Simberg, Hugo (1873 - 1917), Kansallisbiografia, available at 
<https://kansallisbiografia.fi/kansallisbiografia/henkilo/4123> (28. 8. 2018). 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
124 Eija KÄMÄRÄINEN, Merenpoika - Hugo Simberg, Porvoo: WSOY, 1996, p. 6. 
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Despite the criticism, Simberg’s paintings were success in Paris World Exposition of 1900, 
and he received his most noteworthy commission in 1903, when he was asked to paint the 
decorative paintings of the Cathedral of Tampere together with Magnus Enckell. His symbolic 
paintings about snakes, devils and angels caused confusion, and his colourful, Impressionism-
influenced style was stigmatized as amateurish.125 
After Simberg got married with the artist Anni Bremer, he withdrew from the public art 
circles and painted mostly for his family’s and friends’ delight. He died in 1917 only at the 
age of forty-four. Soon after his death, the extent and value of his life’s work as an artist was 
revealed to the public and critics, and his unique symbolism was given whole-hearted 
recognition.126 
 
4.2.1 Frost 1895 
 
In the ancient beliefs of Finns, it was common to think that all nature’s elements had their 
own spirit creature, an elf that would keep the element vital.127 It meant that elements like fire, 
earth, water and air had their own guardians, but so did places in nature: forests, lakes, 
mountains, rivers, swamps and so forth would have their own spirit as well. 
Farmers believed that fields had their own elves and fairies. The creatures nurtured the field, 
but would sweep away its vitality if they left. The elves were easily offended and sensitive, so 
they had to be kept happy with offerings and favors. Farmers also had to keep frost and 
plagues away. They tried to secure a good fortune for harvest by leaving uncut stalks in the 
field and by decorating the last haystack in the field with flowers and cobs.128 
In Simberg’s painting, a creature depicting frost sits on this decorated haystack, and by doing 
so dishonors the field’s elf.129 Frost blows draught and frigidity from his lungs and breaths out 
cold air that radiates to its surrounding. Fist-like tentacles that float in the air seek for all the 
living. Frost is concentrated and devoted to his mission which is a part of natural rhythm and 
cycle of life. 
                                           
125 Ibid. 
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127 Ibid, p. 18. 
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Hugo Simberg humanizes the forces of nature and its elements. The sympathetic creature’s 
big ears are the most visible detail of the painting. They are amusing, but also give the 
impression of a being that is preoccupied in its work. The contrast between the ghostly 
creature’s wide shoulders and scrawny tiny legs increases the sweet and amusing character of 
his appearance.  
The artist’s style is reduced in this work. His colour palette is scarce and the congruent colour 
surfaces are wide. An autumn after summer’s harvesting calls to mind, because of the ochre 
colour of the bare field, burning yellow sky and the orange woods at the background. The 
congruent ochre field is detailed with bluish small flowers that are the offerings to the field’s 
spirit. Instead of being laid on the single haystack, in Simberg’s painting they are sprinkled 
everywhere and float in the rhythm of frost’s blows.  
 
 
Picture 10 Hugo Simberg, Frost, 1895, watercolour on paper, 27 x 18 cm, Ateneum Art Museum, Helsinki, 
published in Eija KÄMÄRÄINEN, Merenpoika – Hugo Simberg, Porvoo 1996, p. 19  
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5 CONCLUSION 
 
Symbolism was a creation molded by a number of thinkers who all added their individual 
flavoring to its contents. 
Plato’s ideas laid the foundation for it, for Plato considered the world of Ideas being the true 
reality, of which the material plane was a reflection. The human soul could become aware of 
the higher realms and the true essence of love by reaching and climbing higher, as if walking 
up the stairs that lead to new experiences of beauty, and to god. Plotinus also shared the same 
thought in human spirit aiming towards higher dimensions to unite with its source. 
Symbolists only chose to relate to some of the Plato’s thoughts, because he was critical 
towards art and regarded it only as copying the material world’s objects. Plotinus, on the other 
hand, was sympathetic towards art and held it as high performance of spirit. This would 
explain why Plotinus was very popular among symbolists. 
Plotinus divided reality into various levels, which all affected each other. Emanuel 
Swedenborg took the idea further by elaborating on the concept of correspondences. The 
existence, according to him, consisted of spirit, matter, form, colour and smell – which all 
interacted with one another. 
Next in line was Charles Baudelaire who created the substance of the literary theory, which 
was later on named as symbolism by Jean Moréas. In the theory, Baudelaire combined the 
platonic theory of Ideas and Swedenborg’s correspondences. In Edgar Allan Poe and Richard 
Wagner, he saw the existence of the spiritual correspondences. The idea that music, poetry 
and art were vessels for traveling from the earthly experiences to the celestial dimensions, 
became highly popular among the symbolists due to Baudelaire’s impact.  
Literary theory of symbolism then found shape in visual arts as synthetism. Paul Gauguin and 
Émile Bernard discovered the painting style in Pont-Aven, and together with the clever 
intellectual minds, Paul Sérusier and Albert Aurier, they created a new art concept that took 
theoretical influence from the literary theory of symbolism. In addition, the practical form and 
style was inspired by Japanese art that favored clear outlines, flat and even surfaces, 
simplified forms and reduced contrasts of light and shadow.  
The new spiritual needs of the time led to introspection and a growing interest towards 
mysticism. The time of realism was over. 1800s had been the era of natural sciences and 
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scientific revolutions. Industrialism had started and the size of cities grown fast. People were 
yearning for spiritual content in their lives instead of explaining with reason and biology. 
Amidst the rapidly growing cities and noise, they longed for nature and peace. In Finland, the 
fading of realism was first understood as a transition from materialism to spiritualism. 
Péladan was regarded as the prophet of the movement, but the visions and thoughts of 
symbolists were regarded as strange, because people were not entirely sure what a symbol 
meant in the first place. 
In Finland, an important part of symbolism movement were the social events, where the 
artists from variety of genres joined to discuss and reflect upon the ideas and concepts of 
symbolism. Perhaps never before, or after, we had seen such an intense and close relationship 
between artists from different fields, than during the blossoming time of symbolism. 
Among the rest of the art in Finland, symbolist art was put under a label of national 
romanticism and karelianism, and was coloured brightly with the agenda of strengthening the 
national identity. Many artists turned to a certain area, Karelia, in Finland in search of 
inspiration and subject matter. The strengthening of national identity and preserving Finnish 
cultural heritage was crucial because of Russia’s tightening grip and the russification actions 
towards its peripheries, Finland included. The freedom of the nation and its people were 
endangered so art served a purpose as a tool for defense and consolidation. 
Akseli Gallen-Kallela’s paintings of the Finnish national epic Kalevala drew an image of 
mythological and heroic origins of the people and painted the landscapes of beautiful and 
unique lands of this northern nation. 
Since the 1800s, the Finnish art, symbolism included, had been labelled with patriotic agenda, 
and new influences and fresh point of views from abroad were adopted slowly and falteringly, 
because they were considered unpatriotic. This led to a crisis in the Finnish art world in the 
beginning of 1900s because the Finnish art had not regenerated enough and was lagging 
behind compared to the rest of the Europe in modernization of art. Art in Finland, and 
painting particularly, went through a conscious and determined reformation during the first 
two decades of the 1900s. The national romantic tendencies of art were abandoned and colour 
became the center of attention. With the effort of art critics Sigurd Frostelus, Gustav Strengell 
and an artist group Septem –led by painter Magnus Enckell –the focus in painting was turned 
towards neo-impressionistic colour theory and the use of unmixed colours in painting. 
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All of the Finnish artists I chose for the study – Gallen-Kallela, Thesleff, Simberg and Enckell 
– presented their ideas in a way that was not common at the time and their artistic actions led 
to controversy. Akseli Gallen-Kallela had a reputation of a drunk because of his Symposium 
painting. The content of the painting was too shocking for his coevals and, perhaps, exposed 
too much about the sessions the symbolists orchestrated.  
They all were unconventional and marched to their own beat. They did not care what was 
approved and expected of art. All of them differed in their own way from what was 
considered the norm in society. Ellen Thesleff broke conventional gender roles by dressing up 
in men’s clothes and wearing a short hair. She did not marry or become an art teacher like 
many other female artists of the time; instead, she supported herself with her own art 
throughout her career. 
The critics did not approve of the way Magnus Enckell presented the male body in his 
paintings as a sensual, receptive and sentient being. They could not accept the homosexual 
nuances that were clearly present in many of his paintings, and mocked Enckell’s work as 
perfumed and hoped he would develop towards a more healthy direction as an artist.  
All of the artists had a strong inner vision in their work. 
Simberg’s art was often criticized and mocked childish. The sympathy, childlike mind and 
tenderness of his paintings surely were experienced as unconventional and weak qualities in 
art; especially, because they were presented by a male artist. He did not fit in to the boxes and 
lockers of the art school and the world of art. Yet, he – like all of the artists presented in this 
thesis – became one the most memorable artists of all times. 
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6 POVZETEK V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU 
 
Simbolizem je gibanje, ki so ga s svojimi teorijami skozi čas oblikovali različni misleci. 
Temelj te teorije in bistvo tistega, za kar si prizadevajo simbolisti, predstavlja Platonova 
filozofija in je najbolje opisano v njegovi prispodobi votline.1 Namen simbolizma je bil 
odpreti pogled v duhovni obstoj in v prostor platonskih idej, ki stojijo za navideznim čutnim 
svetom.2 
Za Platona je svet idej resnični svet, medtem ko materialni svet obstaja le kot refleksija le-
tega. Bistvo idejnega sveta je nespremenljivo in duhovno. To je najvišje, najbolj božansko in 
edina stvar, ki je resnična. Človeška duša se lahko te resničnosti in višjih svetov zave prek 
ljubezni.3 Bistvo ljubezni je Platon pojasnil v Simpoziju. Ljubezen v najčistejši obliki je 
ljubezen do ideje lepote. Pot ljubezni je vodila iz oblik individualne lepote v višja stanja, 
skoraj tako kot bi plezala po stopnicah proti višjim ravnem ljubezni in znanja – dokler se ne bi 
naučili resnične narave prave lepote. Simbolisti so verjeli, da je umetnikom zagotovljena 
sposobnost videnja sveta idej z dvigovanjem nevidne tančice, z uglasitvijo s svojim notranjim 
jazom in z videnjem z očmi svoje duše. Tako so lahko globlje uzrli skrivnosti bivanja kot 
ostali smrtniki.4 
Plotin, utemeljitelj neoplatonizma, je močno vplival na misli simbolistov.5 Resničnost je delil 
na različne ravni,  ki so medsebojno vplivale ena na drugo. Verjel je, da bivajoče sestoji iz 
onega, ki je najvišje od vseh in iz katerega izvira svet razuma. Svet razuma rodi področje 
duha, katerega čutni svet je le njegov odsev. V primerjavi z Platonovo stagnantno resničnostjo 
obstoja je Plotinova različica v dinamičnem gibanju, ki večno prehaja iz višjih stanj obstoja v 
nižja in posledično iz nižjih ravni proti višjim. Tudi človeški duh ves čas stremi k višjim 
ravnem v želji, da bi se združil z virom.6 
Emanuel Swedenborg, švedski filozof in mistik, je še poglobil Plotinove zamisli o razdelitvi 
resničnosti na različne ravni z oblikovanjem koncepta korespondenc. Obstoj je po njegovem 
mnenju sestavljen iz duha, materije, oblike, barve in vonja, ki medsebojno vplivajo en na 
                                           
1 Salme SARAJAS-KORTE, Suomen varhais-symbolismi ja sen lähteet: tutkielma Suomen maalaustaiteesta 
1891 - 1895, Helsinki: Otava, 1966, str. 29. 
2 Prav tam. 
3 Prav tam. 
4 Prav tam, str. 30. 
5 Plotinus, Wikipedia, dostopno na <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plotinos> (17. 7. 2018). 
6 Prav tam. 
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drugega. Upravlja ga univerzalna harmonija, prav tako ena izmed korespondenc. Človeška 
bitja so podobna kozmosu; so mikrokozmos vesolja. Swedenborg je štel nebo za »zelo 
velikega človeka«. Oba sta imela enako notranjo strukturo in duha, ki je izviral iz istega vira.7 
Njegove zamisli v interpretaciji francoskega pesnika in kritika Charlesa Baudelaira so 
vplivale tudi na rojstvo teorije simbolizma in s tem odprle pogled na Swedenborgovo teorijo o 
korespondencah novi generaciji mistikov in mislecev.8 
Charles Baudelaire je ustvaril literarno teorijo,9 ki jo je pozneje Jean Moréas, grški pesnik in 
esejist, poimenoval simbolizem.10 V tej teoriji je Baudelaire združil platonsko teorijo idej in 
Swedenborgovo teorijo korespondenc. Verjel je, da so korespondence obstajale med 
zemeljskimi in nebesnimi pojavi. Glasba in poezija sta bili plovili, ki sta potovali iz svetovnih 
izkušenj v nebesne razsežnosti. Ta ideja je postala zelo priljubljena med simbolisti zaradi 
Baudelairjevega vpliva.11 
Pri pesniku Edgarju Allanu Poeju in skladatelju Richardu Wagnerju je Baudelaire odkril 
obstoj duhovnih korespondenc.12 Baudelaire je iz Poeja razvil misel, da pesnikova neutešljiva 
želja po lepoti odpira vrata transcendentalnemu svetu. Pesnik razume povezave med predmeti 
in njihovimi odnosi do duhovnega obstoja in lahko vidi analogijo med njimi. Določena 
melodija bi lahko priklicala določeno barvo, barva bi lahko izzvala zvok melodije, barvo in 
melodijo pa lahko interpetirajo ideje.13 
Richard Wagner je spodbudil interakcijo in dialog med različnimi oblikami umetnosti. 
Wagnerjeva glasba naj bi prinesla ekstatično, mistično umetniško izkušnjo, ki bi lahko 
pripeljala do povišanega zavedanja.14 
Umetnost je postala Baudelairov instrument za razumevanje najglobljega pomena življenja. Ti 
pomeni so postali jasni le v redkih primerih, kot trenutni čudežni trenutki. V tem stanju se 
lahko trivialna vsakdanja stvar spremeni v pomemben simbol življenjske globine. Ta 
                                           
7 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, op. 1, str. 31. 
8 Prav tam. 
9 Prav tam. 
10 Prav tam, str. 34. 
11 Prav tam, str. 32. 
12 Prav tam, str. 33. 
13 Prav tam. 
14 Prav tam, str. 34. 
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realizacija pojasnjuje odnos simbolističnega umetnika do njegovega dela: zanj je lahko 
vsakršna vsakdanja stvar postala simbol.15 
Literarna teorija simbolizma je v vizualnih umetnostih našla obliko kot sintetizem. Umetnika 
Paul Gauguin in Émile Bernard sta v Franciji začela slikati na nov način v Pont-Avenu in 
skupaj z mislecema, umetnikom Paulom Sérusierjem in umetniškim kritikom Albertom 
Aurierjem ustvarila nov koncept umetnosti, ki se je teoretično napajal v literarni teoriji 
simbolizma.16 Poleg tega je praktično obliko navdihovala japonska umetnost, ki je bila 
naklonjena jasnim obrisom, ravnim in gladkim površinam, poenostavljenim oblikam in 
manjšim kontrastom svetlobe in sence.17 
Gauguin si je dopisoval s slikarjem Vincentom Van Goghom, ki je bil izjemno navdušen nad 
japonsko umetnostjo, nad širokimi barvnimi površinami in barvno harmonijo, ki se je 
izogibala resničnosti. Le ena poteza je lahko prikazala tako realnost kot sanje. Podobe iz te 
oddaljene dežele so resničnost neobičajno spremenile v skoraj abstraktno povezavo s črtami 
in harmonijami. To je bila podlaga za nov slog. Globina in prostor v sliki sta na ta način zdaj 
ustvarjala vtis ploskovitosti, zmanjšali so se tudi kontrasti svetlobe in sence. Prevladovala je 
obrisna linija, barva pa ni posnemala upodobljenega predmeta, temveč je ustvarjala 
harmonijo.18 
Gauguin je hrepenel po iskrenosti, preprostosti in skromni sreči, kar naj bi bile značilnosti za 
ljudi, ki so ušli mestnemu življenju in visoki kulturi.19 V iskanju te spokojnosti in pristnosti je 
leta 1891 odšel na Tahiti in se naselil v majhni vasi, kjer je živelo avtohtono prebivalstvo. V 
času, ki ga je preživel na Tahitiju, so ga v umetnosti zanimale predvsem teme, kot so divji in 
civilizirani ljudje ter nedolžnost in znanje.20 
Gauguin je polinezijsko kulturo in religijo razumel na edinstven način in imel za Evropejca 
redko in intimno povezavo s tahitijskimi domačini in ljudmi z otočja Marquesa. Poetične 
lastnosti njegovega dela, ritma, jasnih linij, neodvisnega položaja barv in njegove bogate 
domišljije so pozneje močno vplivale na novo generacijo slikarjev.21 
                                           
15 Prav tam. 
16 John FLEMING in Hugh HONOUR, A World History of Art, London: Laurence King Publishing, 1995, str. 
674. 
17 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, op. 1, str. 38. 
18 Prav tam. 
19 FLEMING, HONOUR 1995, op. 16, str. 674. 
20 Prav tam, str. 675. 
21 Prav tam. 
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Na prelomu stoletja prikazovanje realnosti v umetnosti ni več zadovoljilo duhovnih potreb 
časa. Čas realizma se je končal. Tako v literaturi kot umetnosti se je oglašala potreba po 
nečem bolj duhovnem. Z realizmom so bile v umetnosti dosežene izpopolnjene spretnosti in 
tehnike. Zdaj je bil čas, da se prebudi duh znotraj forme.22 
Hrepenenje po duhovnosti je privedlo do introspekcije in vse večjega zanimanja za mistiko.  
Osemnajsto stoletje je bila doba naravoslovnih in znanstvenih revolucij. Začela se je 
industrializacija in velikost mest se je hitro povečala. Namesto po razumskih razlagah in 
znanosti so ljudje hrepeneli po duhovni vsebini v svojem življenjem. V hitro rastočih mestih 
in hrupu so hrepeneli po naravi in miru.23 
Na Finskem se je upad realizma kazal predvsem kot prehod od materializma k spiritualizmu. 
Konec sedemnajstega stoletja so se začele krepiti romantične kvalitete v umetnosti. Poudarek 
je bil na občutkih, domišljiji in svobodi. Poudarjene so bile tudi sanje, duhovni svet, temna 
stran človeka ter druge nenavadne stvari.24 
Pomemben del simbolizma na Finskem so bili družabni dogodki in večerna srečanja, kjer so 
se družili umetniki različnih zvrsti umetnosti, se pogovarjali in razmišljali o idejah in 
konceptih simbolizma.25 Večerna srečanja so potekala v hotelu Kämp v Helsinkih, kjer je bilo 
na prelomu stoletja središče zabav in nočnega življenja in hkrati je to bil tudi eden najbolj 
znanih hotelov v državi. Ta kraj in neskončna druženja, ki so se tam odvijala, so bili navdih 
mnogim umetnikom.26 
Znana slika umetnika Aksela Gallena-Kallela, Symposium, se je rodila iz večernih srečanj v 
Kämpu.27 Na tej sliki skuša Akseli skupaj s skladatelji Oskarjem Merikantom, Robertom 
Kajanusom in Jeanom Sibeliusom rešiti globoke uganke življenja in umetnosti. Slika 
ponazarja povezavo med umetnostjo in umetniki, ki je bila postavljena na podlagi idej 
korespondenc in je bila tudi pomembna umetniška tema na Finskem. To umetniško delo je 
naletelo na izrazito neodobravanje in je zmedlo javnost in kritike, saj je Gallen-Kallela 
prikazal družbo umetnikov, ki so sedeli okrog mize, pili alkohol in se prepuščali opojnosti.28 
                                           
22 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, op. 1, str. 22. 
23 Prav tam. 
24 Romantiikka, Wikipedia, dostopno na <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romantiikka> (20. 7. 2018). 
25 Markku VALKONEN, Kultakausi, Porvoo: WSOY, 2004, str. 64. 
26 Hotelli Kämp, Wikipedia, dostopno na <https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hotelli_K%C3%A4mp> (25. 7. 2018). 
27 Prav tam. 
28 VALKONEN 2004, op. 25, str. 65. 
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Tako kot so Gallen-Kallela in njegovi umetniški sodobniki s Symposiuma veljali za »enfants 
terribles« v takratni umetnosti, je simbolizem predstavljal nevarnost, ki je ogrožala 
konvencionalno moralo. Temeljne točke ideologije – občudovanje platonske ljubezni in ideja 
o androginosti kot simbola vseživljenjske popolnosti – so bile med kritiki homoseksualno 
obarvane. Simbolisti so verjeli, da so mladi med 13. in 14. letom utelešenje androginega 
ideala. Verjeli so, da morajo biti ženske in moški značilnosti uravnotežene in nevtralizirale. 
Popoln primer te harmonije je viden pri slikarju Leonardu Da Vinciju pri interpretaciji Janeza 
Krstnika.29 
Med ostalimi umetnostmi na Finskem je prav simbolizem dobil oznako nacionalnega 
romantizma in karelianizma in je bil obarvan z vizijo krepitve nacionalne identitete. Mnogi 
umetniki so iskali navdih v pokrajini Karelia na Finskem.30 Krepitev nacionalne identitete in 
ohranjanje finske kulturne dediščine sta bili ključnega pomena zaradi močnega ruskega vpliva 
in rusifikacije obrobnih predelov dežele, kamor je takrat spadala Finska. Svoboda naroda, 
posameznikov, ki so mu pripadali, je bila ogrožena, zato je bila umetnost sredstvo obrambe in 
učvrstitve.31 
Gallen-Kallelove slike finskega nacionalnega epa Kalevala so prikazovale mitološko in 
herojsko podobo izvora finskega ljudstva in naslikale prelepo in edinstveno podobo pokrajin 
te severne države. Gallen-Kallela velja za enega najpomembnejših likovnih umetnikov na 
Finskem, ki je močno spodbudil njen razvoj. Bil je pionir nacionalne umetnosti. Narodna 
romantika je bila predvsem njegova stvaritev.32 
Izvori zgodb Kalevale ležijo v viensko-karelskih vasicah, pokrajini, ki jo še vedno obkrožajo 
starodavni gozdovi. Finski nacionalni ep dolguje svoj izvir folklori, ki so jo iz različnih regij 
zbrali nepismeni kmetje. Jezikoslovec Elias Lönnrot je večkrat odpotoval v Savonijo, Karelijo 
in na Laponsko, da je zbral stare tradicionalne pesmi, ki so se ustno prenašale iz roda v rod 
kot »pesmi pevcev«.33 
Kalevala vsebuje mitske zgodbe o izvoru finskega ljudstva in zgodbe iz starodavnih časov. 
Vsebuje npr. zgodbo o rojstvu vesolja, v katerem ptica rjavka položi šest zlatih jajc in eno 
                                           
29 Prav tam. 
30 Prav tam. 
31 Risto PERTTULA, Helmikuun manifesti, Putkilahti.net, dostopno na <      
http://www.putkilahti.net/k130228h.php> (30. 7. 2018) 
32 Aimo REITALA, Gallen-Kallela Akseli (1865 - 1931), Kansallisbiografia, dostopno na 
<https://kansallisbiografia.fi/kansallisbiografia/henkilo/3194> (30. 7. 2018). 
33 Kalevalasta, Kalevalaseura, dostopno na <http://kalevalaseura.fi/kalevalasta> (30. 7. 2018). 
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železno jajce na kolena boginje Ilmatar. Jajca počijo in iz njih se rodijo kopno, zrak, zvezde, 
sonce in luna. Zatem se rodi modrec in čarovnik Väinämöinen in postane junaški vodja 
Kalevale, kjer se nato ukvarja s prvim kmetovanjem.34 
Že od 19. stoletja dalje je imela finska umetnost, vključno s simbolizma, domoljubno noto, 
medtem ko so bili novi vplivi in nova stališča iz tujine sprejeti počasi in previdno. To je v 
začetku dvajsetega stoletja v umetniškem svetu pripeljalo do krize, in ker finska umetnost ni 
bila dovolj prenovljena, je v primerjavi s preostalo Evropo tu modernizacija umetnosti 
zastala.35 
Umetnost na Finskem, še posebej slikarstvo, se je v prvih dveh desetletjih 20. stoletja 
prebijala skozi načrtno in odločno reformacijo. Nacionalne romantične tendence umetnosti so 
bile opuščene in barva je bila v središču pozornosti.36 S prizadevanji umetnostnih kritikov 
Sigurda Frostelusa, Gustava Strengella in umetniške skupine Septem slikarja Magnusa 
Enckellama se je slikarstvo osredotočilo na neoimpresionistično barvno teorijo in uporabo 
nemešanih barv.37 
Magnus Enckell je bil eden izmed ključnih osebnosti in vodilnih umetnikov na finskem 
umetniškem prizorišču v svojem času – še posebej na prelomu v 20. stoletje. Bil je 
mednarodno usmerjen, študiral je v Parizu na umetniški šoli Académie Julian, ki so jo 
obiskovali umetniki Paul Gauguin, Paul Sérusier in Maurice Denis, negoval in ohranjal je 
umetniške odnose med Finsko in Francijo.38 
Za Enckellovo zgodnjo umetnost je značilna asketska barvna paleta, ki je bila omejena le na 
nekaj odtenkov. Oblikovana s temnimi in svetlimi, skoraj monokromnimi barvami, so 
umetniška dela imela močno podlago v risarstvu.39 Bil je globoko religiozen, vendar se je 
njegovo prepričanje razlikovalo od cerkvenega dogmatizma in privabljala ga je mistična »vera 
ljubezni« tistega časa, na katero so vplivali koncepti Platona. Za Enckella je bila ljubezen 
najsvetejši vidik človeškega bitja. Bila je večna in sevala je od znotraj.40 
                                           
34 Kalevalan kankahilla, Kalevalaseura, dostopno na <http://www.kalevalaseura.fi/kalevalankankahilla/c.php> 
(30. 7. 2018). 
35 Hanna-Reetta SHRECK, Ellen Thesleff - Dance of Color, Helsinki: Retretti Art Center, 2008, str. 26. 
36 Prav tam. 
37 Septem ryhmä, Wikipedia, dostopno na <https://fi.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Septem-ryhm%C3%A4> (1. 8. 2018). 
38 TIHINEN, Juha-Heikki, Enckell Magnus (1870 - 1925), Kansallisbiografia, dostopno na < 
https://kansallisbiografia.fi/kansallisbiografia/henkilo/3214> (6. 7. 2018). 
39 Terhi AMBERLA, Suomen taiteen tarina - Magnus Enckell: Heräävä fauni 1914, YouTube, 8. 3. 2018 
dostopno na <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WC1KdRlxZ_4< (6. 7. 2018). 
40 SARAJAS-KORTE 1966, op. 1, str. 160. 
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V začetku dvajsetega stoletja se je Enckellov umetniški izraz začel preoblikovati v bolj 
slikovit slog. Svet neštevilnih barv so obogatili toni modre, rumene in rožnate. Na njegov 
novi slog je močno vplivalo francosko umetniško gibanje neoimpresionizma in njegova 
barvna teorija, ki je vključevala uporabo tako imenovanih »čistih barv«.41 
Človeška figura v eksotični krajini je bila v začetku 20. stoletja zelo priljubljena tema 
umetnosti in je simbolizirala hrepenenje po povezanosti z naravo. To je bila tema, ki jo je 
Magnus Enckell pogosto študiral v svoji umetnosti in jo predstavil na način, ki je buril 
umetnostni svet.42 
Še ena pomembna slikarka s finskega umetniškega prizorišča, ki jo predstavljam v tej študiji, 
je Ellen Thesleff. Bila je izjemna ženska v svojem času, saj se je lahko preživljala s svojo 
umetnostjo in ni postala učiteljica ali žena, kot mnoge druge umetnice njenega časa.43 
Kot umetnica Thesleff ni želela slediti pričakovanjem svojega časa. Sprejela je samo vpliv 
gibanja, ki je ustrezal njenim namenom. Njena umetnost je bila povezana s številnimi 
različnimi umetnostnimi žanri, med drugim z naturalizmom, simbolizmom in 
ekspresionizmom. Vendar pa je njena umetnost bolj samosvoja in ne opredeljena z določenim 
slogom.44 
V zgodnjih fazah njene umetniške kariere so bile enostavne in poetične tendence običajne za 
njen izraz; in to še preden je prvič obiskala Pariz, kjer so se te lastnosti povezovale s 
simbolističnimi umetniki. Njene slikarske poteze so bile asketske in minimalistične, izogibala 
se je dramatičnim čustvenim izrazom. Ni je zanimala tematika fantazijske simbolike, temveč 
je najraje slikala krajine iz vsakdanjega življenja. Barvni toni njenih del so bili zemeljski, 
uporabljala je predvsem rjavo, črno in sivo barvo. Hkrati je odkrila odtenke vijolične, barve 
opala in svetlo roza barve, ki jih je ohranjala skozi vso kariero.45 
Umetnost Thesleffove ni mogoče opisati kot tipično finske, čeprav so teme njenih delih 
veljale za takšne. Bila je ljubiteljica tematik finskega podeželja in gozda, vendar jih je slikala 
v slogu, ki je bil takrat netipičen za finsko umetnost. Njene slike so bile vesele in drzne in bila 
je odprta za raziskovanje in odkrivanje lastnega idioma.46 
                                           
41 AMBERLA, op. 39. 
42 Prav tam. 
43 SCHRECK 2008, op. 35, str. 10. 
44 Prav tam. 
45 Prav tam, str. 20. 
46 Prav tam, str. 9. 
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Eden najpomembnejših umetnikov časa, ki se imenuje zlata doba finskega slikarstva in 
narodne romantike, je Hugo Simberg. Vendar pa je opazno drugačen od svojih sodobnikov. 
Njegova dela sicer predstavljajo ideale in splošne umetniške cilje tedanjega časa, a njihova 
pomembnost temelji v njegovem izrazitem imaginarnem svetu.47 
Simbergova pokrajina iz otroštva in karelska folklora sta vplivali na njegovo umetnost. 
Zanimale so ga zgodbe in pravljice, ki so izvirale iz starodavne -mitologije in religije na 
Finskem.48 Simberg je tako kot Akseli Gallen-Kallela postal opisovalec in tolmač finske 
folklore, njegove slike pa so  vplivale na mlajše generacije. 
Gallen-Kallela je odkril kvaliteto in redek talent Simberga ter ga sprejel za svojega študenta. 
Spodbudil je mladega umetnika, naj poišče lastno simbolistično smer. Kot njegov študent je 
Simberg na podeželju Ruovesi razvil tesne odnose z naravo in začeli so se oblikovati glavni 
motivi njegove umetnosti. Rodila so se očarljiva in všečna bitja njegovega sloga, kot na 
primer Halla, poosebljenje mraza, vilinci, elementarne prikazni, majcen hudiček in simpatične 
mrtvaške podobe, ki zaživijo v njegovih slikah.49 
Simbergova umetnost so pogosto kritizirali in zasmehovali kot otročjo.50 Sočutje, otroški um 
in nežnost njegovih slik so zagotovo dajali vtis nekonvencionalnosti in šibkosti njegove 
umetnosti, še posebej, ker jih je predstavljal moški umetnik. Umrl je leta 1917 pri rosnih 
štiriinštiridesetih letih. Kmalu po njegovi smrti pa sta se obseg in vrednost njegovega 
življenjskega dela razkrila javnosti in kritikom, njegov edinstven simbolizem pa je doživel 
široko prepoznavnost.51 
 
 
 
  
                                           
47 Erik KRUSKOPF, Simberg, Hugo (1873 - 1917), Kansallisbiografia, dostopno na 
<https://kansallisbiografia.fi/kansallisbiografia/henkilo/4123> (28. 8. 2018). 
48 Prav tam. 
49 Prav tam. 
50 Eija KÄMÄRÄINEN, Merenpoika - Hugo Simberg, Porvoo: WSOY, 1996, str. 6. 
51 Prav tam. 
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MY ARTWORKS 
 
HEAVENLY BODIES 
 
My artworks are ethereal combinations of watercolour paintings and drawing. 
The paintings have a strong sense of symbolism, and they have a touch of mystical, 
transcendent reality. They draw inspiration from another world which is not physical. I am 
interested about experiences that are beyond and above the range of normal and merely 
physical human experience. 
 
 
Picture I Merja Laine, In the Beginning Was the Word, 2018, watercolour and drawing on paper, 56 x 72 cm 
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I'm intrigued by the idea if symbolism because it provides a subtle and indirect way of 
expressing the contents in art. The message is laid there in the picture but it is not so certain 
and concrete. It is partly hidden and affects the mind on the subconscious level. 
I created two different series of paintings, floral bodies and twins. The primary themes I study 
in my work are transformation and self-reflection. These themes connect the two series of 
paintings and bind them together. 
 
 
Picture II Merja Laine, Somersault, 2018, watercolour and drawing on paper, 67 x 96 cm 
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Twins and florals 
 
Twins as a symbol evoke a strong image of alliance, connection and power. One gets the 
feeling that together they are invincible and they know something others do not. 
What makes them fascinating is their resemblance; yet, they are two different unique 
personalities.  
I see the twins of my paintings as one and the same person. They represent different sides of a 
personality. In the paintings the twins are very similar to each other, as if they were mirror 
images of one another. There is no conflict between them and they act together as if they were 
in a harmonious symbiosis. Their actions are playful, but at the same time serious. They fight 
for the same cause. 
 
 
Picture III Merja Laine, Rebellion, 2018, watercolour and drawing on paper, 62 x 93 cm  
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I see flowers as a symbol of transformation and growth, purity and continuum of life force. In 
my paintings, they hide or reveal something invisible. They represent an inner state and are 
like manifestations of emotions, inner moods and experiences. 
The figures in the paintings have sparse details. The main focus is on the abundant flowers. 
The androgynous figures in the works Beauty Sleep and Observation are asleep, turned in to 
their inner world, as if they are going through some period of nurturing and cocooning. The 
face of the figure in Beauty Sleep is sculpture-like, and the figure’s surroundings are littered 
with flowers, as if they were under the protection of the flowers. In the work Observation, the 
garland seems like a mask behind which the red-haired figure is hiding. It is like blinders that 
prevent one from seeing the reality. 
 
 
Picture IV Merja Laine, Beauty Sleep, 2018, watercolour and drawing on paper, 55 x 71 cm 
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The colours of the floral body paintings are generally warm, but the cold lemon yellow in the 
Beauty Sleep and the light neon green bring mild coolness to the painting’s feel. Also the 
warm green colour tones of Observation are cooled down with lavender blue and cyan. 
They See Angels with Me painting’s colours are warm throughout the work and it feels as if 
the young girl has woken up from her hibernation and now blossoms openly. 
These two different painting series balance each other, because the floral bodies series is 
abundant and lush, and the twins series more open and spacious. Yet, the twins paintings are 
denser, sharper and more full with colour than the floral paintings which are more transparent, 
frail and less dense. They are poetic and the twins are playful. 
 
 
Picture V Merja Laine, Observation, 2017, watercolour and drawing on paper, 57 x 51 cm 
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Picture VI Merja Laine, They See Angels with Me, 2018, watercolour and drawing on paper, 72 x 91 cm   
 
White space 
 
In the western culture the colour white is associated with purity, innocence, spirituality, 
perfection, light, faith and simplicity. On the other hand, in many Asian cultures white is the 
colour of mourning and funerals.  
I left the background of my paintings unpainted, so that the white paper prevails visible in the 
work. 
The space in my paintings is opposite to material – it is rather immaterial. White paper 
reflects this immaterial space. It is atmospheric and spiritual. The space is not deep, it is 
homogeneous. The white space in the painting doesn’t reveal itself to the viewer completely, 
it holds secrets. The painting is unresolved mystery.  
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The unpainted white parts, especially in the twins-series, create an atmosphere of afterlife in 
the paintings. The white space is like a mental state, space of conscience, in which you cannot 
escape the confrontation of yourself, and are faced to take an honest look at your life and 
actions. In this immaterial space the physical world ceases to exist. 
 
 
Picture VII Merja Laine, The Queen of Hearts, 2018, watercolour and drawing on paper, 96 x 66 cm  
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In two of the paintings Somersault and In the Beginning Was the Word, I delineated the 
outlines of the figures with a colour pen that differs from the colouring of the rest of the 
painting. It highlights the sensation that the figures seem as if they were cropped out of the 
material space.  
In all of the paintings the light is even, and gentle and it does not have an outer source or a 
direction. The paintings seem to be glowing from within. The shadows also appear delicate 
and without a deep contrast.     
 
Imagination and the birth  
 
I receive many of the ideas for my art works through yoga practice. While silencing the mind 
and moving the body from one asana to another, I get visions, flashes of images, which I later 
on use in my paintings. 
I see the subject matter in my mind’s eye as an image that is not three-dimensional. It has 
many dimension. It has no proportions. The picture is usually slightly foggy, like a dream or a 
memory which details are in the shadow. The image does not stay long, it visits me rapidly, 
and then starts to disappear and moves away from me.  
I accept that the vision is a starting point, the initial idea, but through the process of painting it 
will transmute. I try to preserve the essence, the core of my vision, its temperature and its 
ambience. Two-dimensional space in the paper confines my vision, which in my head is 
limitless, so while painting I am faced with the dilemma of how to transmute the boundless 
vision of mine onto the two dimensional paper. 
In these series of paintings, the white space represents this limitless space. It is insubstantial.  
I try to build my vision by means of photography and by taking pictures mostly of myself. I 
dive into the characters as if I were an actor who builds their personality. This is how I 
awaken the subject matter of my paintings.   
Like the artists from the era of symbolism, I build a connection to the contents of my art 
through intuition, visions and dreams.   
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Like these artists and the ancient Greek philosophers I am attracted to questions of existence 
and ultimate nature of reality. In life and art mysticism and mysteries engage my interest and I 
am fascinated by unexplained phenomena that are beyond reasoning. 
When looking at art and experiencing it, I react to it with my instincts, sensations and feelings 
– fact and reason are irrelevant. 
 
 
Picture VIII Merja Laine, Ocean of Sentiment, 2017, watercolour and drawing on paper, 72 x 51 cm  
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Technique and colours of the earth  
 
As a painting method, I am interested in different structures and patters created with 
individual brush strokes, and my aim is to create harmony between the contrasts. Side by side 
in the composition may be a dominant, detailed, geometric structure and a subtle, mellow, 
organic form. 
In my work I combine watercolour and drawing with pencil. I enjoy the lightness, brightness 
and airiness of the watercolours and the precision of detail the drawing technique enables. 
Before I start to paint, I draw rather accurate drawing of the image I am pursuing on the 
paper. I see the drawing as a base, an undercurrent of the painting. Then, when I apply 
watercolour, it generates a soft layer on top of the detailed drawing. 
Painting with watercolours is like a coincidence you try to control with skill. When creating 
the geometric patterns on the image, I paint on dry paper so that the shape is sharp and the 
colour does not escape and spread all over the paper. When I pursue soft structure and 
atmosphere I apply water on the surface of the painting and let the colour flow more freely. 
I use plenty of earth colours such as ochre and green, and especially brown stimulated with a 
reddish tone. Also the different hues of blue, violet and rose are strongly present in my colour 
palette. I avoid using bright red colour, because for my taste it is too aggressive, restless and 
dominant.  
I also gladly combine earth colours with bright neon colours and I express vividness, 
luminosity and delight through my palette. 
 
Composition 
 
Just as I aim at harmony between the different structures in the painting, I search for balance 
and avoid conflict in the composition. I also delimit the motif in my work in such a way, that 
for instance, in the painting Ocean of Sentiment the girl’s head is only partly visible and rest 
of it is left out of the picture plane. Also, the flowers in front of the girl extend outside of the 
painting’s borders and impression of immeasurable abundance is born. 
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The twins in my paintings are placed in the composition carefully with an eye to a special 
balance. In the middle section of each painting, there is some element that aggregates the 
painting as one and holds it together. These elements are the joined arms of the twins in 
Rebellion, the vibrant polka dots on the tops of the girls in Somersault, the blown bubble gum 
earth in In the Beginning Was the Word, and a star-like shape that is formed when the twins in 
The Queen of Hearts are squatting. 
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